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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
EMERGENCY CALLS 
DIAL 911 
 
 
Town Office Hours 
 
Town Clerk and Code Enforcement Offices 
Monday  8:00 to 1:00 p.m. 
Tuesday – Friday 8:00 to 4:00 p.m. 
 
The Town Clerk’s Office is also open the first and last 
Saturday of each month from 9:00 a.m. to noon. 
 
Both Offices are closed Sundays and Holidays. 
 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 
Fax: (207) 693-3667 
 
Mailing Address:  
P.O. Box 1757 
Naples, Maine 04055 
 
Website: www.townofnaples.org 
 
Town Board Meetings 
 
Selectboard: Meets every other Monday night at 7:00 p.m. 
Planning Board: Meets as needed on the first and third Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. 
Board of Appeals: Meets as needed on the last Tuesday of the month at 7:00 p.m. 
 
All board meetings take place at the Municipal Office Building located at 
15 Village Green Lane in Naples unless advertised otherwise. 
You may view our town website to see upcoming meetings and agendas. 
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TOWN OF NAPLES 
 
The 2016 Naples Annual Town Report is dedicated to: 
 
 
 
 
Robert Neault 
1959-2015 
 
Robert was born in Lowell, Mass. and was the fifth of 11 children.  He joined the 
United States Army at age 17 and served for three years before earning his Juris 
Doctorate.  He was an attorney with his own practice in Naples. 
 
He was instrumental in the community, having served on the Naples Planning 
Board, aiding in the establishment of the Singer Center, and heading the 
Causeway Restoration Committee.  Robert was also a founding member of the 
Naples/Casco Before and After Care Program and was vice president of 
Crosswalk Community Outreach.  Bob was an active member of St. Joseph 
Parish in Bridgton, where he served as a lector and former president of the Parish 
Council.  
 
The Town of Naples would like to recognize and thank Bob Neault for the number 
of years he had dedicated service to the community.  
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IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 
 
PUBLIC MEETINGS 
The Town of Naples’ boards and committees welcome residents and taxpayers to attend meetings 
to ask questions and to express ideas and opinions. The Board of Selectpersons meet every other 
Monday for meetings or workshops as needed, the Planning Board meets on the first and third 
Tuesday of each month as needed, the Board of Appeals meets the last Tuesday of the month. 
Check with the Town Secretary to ensure a meeting is scheduled. These are only a few of the 
Boards and Committees that meet at the Town Office. 
 
TAX EXEMPT REQUESTS 
Tax exempt requests for the 2017-2018 tax year, (beginning July 1st, 2017) must be filed by April 
1st, 2017. 
 
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE TAXES 
In 1998, the 118th Session of the Maine Legislature enacted significant property tax relief in the 
form of the Homestead Exemption. Qualified residents have assessed value of the “homestead” 
reduced, adjusted by the municipal assessing ratio. Each year a substantial number of Naples 
property owners take advantage of this program and have their property taxes reduced. 
 
Qualified residents must apply to their local assessor prior to April 1, 2017 for the 2018 tax year. 
They must have owned a homestead in Maine for at least twelve months and declare their Naples 
residence to be their only permanent residence. If you have previously applied for this exemption, 
you do not need to reapply. Please contact the Town Clerks Office to receive an application. 
 
VETERAN’S EXEMPTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE TAXES 
If you are a veteran over the age of 62 (or an un-remarried widow of a veteran who would be 62 if 
alive); you have a primary residence in Naples; you or your deceased spouse served during a 
federally recognized war; or if you are a veteran who receives federal funds for 100% disability, 
then you may be eligible for a real estate property tax exemption. Contact the Municipal Offices 
at 693-6364. 
 
STATE OF MAINE 
BUSINESS PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX REIMBURSEMENT 
If you purchased or transferred taxable business property to a Maine Location after April 1, 2004, 
you may be eligible for the Maine Property Tax Reimbursement Program. Brochures are available 
at the Municipal Offices. 
 
OWNERSHIP AND ADDRESS UPDATES REQUESTED 
Please notify the Municipal Offices when selling or transferring any property to help avoid errors 
in tax billing. Also, please notify the Tax Collector of any change in mailing address. 
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WHAT TO BRING WHEN REGISTERING A VEHICLE 
Re-Registration: Your old registration, current insurance card & mileage.  
New Registration (Dealer Sale): Proof of sales tax paid (this is usually found on the financing 
statement), blue title application form, window sticker (if new vehicle), current insurance card & 
mileage.  
New Registration (Private Sale): Bill of Sale, title for vehicles 1995 or newer, insurance card & 
mileage. New Registration (Transfer): Same as private sale registration above PLUS registration 
of the vehicle the plates are being transferred from. This vehicle must no longer be owned by you 
in order to receive excise tax credit. 
 
WHAT TO BRING WHEN REGISTERING A SNOWMOBILE/ATV/BOAT/CAMPER: 
 Re-Registration: Old registration.  
Boats Only: Need assigned Maine Registration number or previous registration. 
Mooring renewals: Assigned mooring number. 
New Registration (Dealer Sale): Proof of sales tax paid (this is usually found on the financing 
statement), year, make, and serial number.  
New Registration (Private Sale): Bill of sale, year, make and serial number. Horsepower and length 
for boats.  
New Registration (Transfer): Same as private sale above PLUS registration of the vehicle the 
plates are being transferred from. 
 
DOG LICENSES 
Dog Licenses are due January 31st of each year. Rabies certificates are required before the license 
can be issued. Presentation of spaying or neutering certificate entitles the owner to a reduced fee. 
Fees are as follows: Unaltered: $11.00 Spayed or Neutered: $6.00. A $25.00 late fee will be 
charged after January 31st. 
 
TOWN FACILITY USE PERMITS 
To use the Bulky Waste, Transfer Station Facilities, or Town Beach you must have a current sticker 
on your vehicle. The sticker should be placed in the lower left driver’s side corner of your 
windshield so the scale operator can easily see it. New stickers are issued every year. The number 
on the sticker must match your license plate number. If you are borrowing a vehicle you will need 
to obtain a day pass, you may do this at the Town Office during business hours. If you have 
questions about what can and can’t be taken to the Transfer Station facility please call them at 627-
7585. 
 
BULKY WASTE COUPON PROGRAM 
Naples Property owners will receive one booklet per lot annually at the beginning of every July. 
Duplicates will not be issued. Pay the Gate: Naples Residents with a town recycling sticker can 
deliver refuse for $0.05 per pound and brush/wood for $0.25 per pound beyond the coupon(s) 
value. Commercial haulers must pay at the gate unless they have coupons and a coupon transfer 
from a Naples Property Owner. Bulky Waste Coupons: Annually each owner may have a coupon 
booklet issued to them. Each Booklet is worth 2,000 pounds of bulky waste. As the deliveries are 
made the Facility will take coupon(s) IN 20 POUND INCREMENTS. When a resident has 
delivered more weight than the coupons allow they must pay the overage at the gate. When a 
resident exhausts their coupons, they must pay at the gate. 
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Our thanks are extended to Lake Region Television for their dedicated efforts to preserve the 
history of the Town of Naples. 
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TOWN OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES 
2015-2016 
Selectpersons, Assessors, & Overseers of the Poor 
Robert Caron II – Chairman 
Term Ending: 2016 
 
Email: bobcaronii@townofnaples.org 
Rich Cebra 
Term Ending 2018 
 
rmcebra@townofnaples.org 
Dana Watson 
Term Ending: 2017 
 
Email: dwatson@townofnaples.org 
Christine Powers 
Term Ending: 2018 
 
Email: cpowers@townofnaples.org 
Kevin Rogers – Vice Chairman 
Term Ending: 2017 
 
Email: krogers@townofnaples.org 
 
Town Office Staff 
Ephrem Paraschak 
Town Manager / Treasurer / Road Commissioner 
Email: eparaschak@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 106 
Judy Whynot 
Town Clerk / Tax Collector 
Email: townclerk@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 100 
Laurie Hodge 
Deputy Town Clerk / Deputy Tax Collector 
Email: lhodge@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 108 
Kim Thomson 
Assistant Town Clerk / Registrar of Voters / 
Welfare Director 
Email: kthomson@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 101 
Harriet Condon 
Finance Director / Deputy Treasurer 
Email: comptroller@townofnaples.org  
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 103 
Renee Carter 
Code Enforcement Officer / Director of 
Community Development 
Email: naplesceo@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 105 
Harvey Price Jr. 
Recreation Director 
Email: recreation@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 104 
Kate Matthews  
Town Secretary / E911 Addressing Officer / 
Deputy Harbor Master 
Email: kmatthews@townofnaples.org 
Phone: (207) 693-6364 ext. 107 
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Town Meeting Moderator - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pennel Worcester 
 
 
Deputy Registrar of Voters - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Judy Whynot, Laurie Hodge,                                 
                                     Cheryl Harmon 
 
School Board Members- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Janice Barter 
                        Beth Chaplin 
                        Alison Caufield 
 
Harbormaster - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - William Callahan 
 
Fire Chief - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chris Pond 
 
Assistant Chief - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jason Pond 
 
Full Time Deputy Fire Chief - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -Mark Scribner 
 
Animal Control Officer - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Jessica Jackson 
 
Deputy Fire Wardens - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jason Pond, Mark Scribner 
 
Emergency Management Director - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ephrem Paraschak 
 
Comprehensive Plan Committee - - - - - - - - - - - - Barbara Adlard, Marilyn Entwistle, 
Lawrence Anton, Leslie McConnell, Karen 
Bogdan, Mark Cowperthwaite, John 
Atchinson,  
Ted Bridge-Koenigsberg 
 
Conservation Committee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Jim Krainin, Ted Bridge-Koenigsberg,  
Al Spencer, Douglas Bogdan,  
Tom O’Donnell, Richard Meyer 
 
Transfer Station Council - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Richard Cross, Rich Cebra, Dana Watson 
 
Cemetery / Custodian- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - John Flaherty 
 
State Senator - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - James Hamper 
 
State Representative - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Christine Powers 
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Planning Board 
3 Year Term 
 
Lawrence Anton-Chairman 2018   John Thompson-Vice Chairman 2018 
Barbara Adlard  2018   James Allen    2016  
James Krainin- Alternate 2017   Doug Bogdan    2017 
 
 
Board of Appeals 
3 Year Term 
Jack Meeker –Chairman  2018    John Flaherty- Vice Chair  2017 
Russell Lashua  2017    Barry Freedman   2016 
 
 
Budget Committee 
3 Year Term 
Richard Cross   2016   John Nostin- Vice Chair  2017 
Robert Caron Sr.  2017   Jim Turpin-Chairman   2018 
Daniel Craffey  2018   Rick Paraschak   2018 
Kent Uicker   2018 
 
Ordinance Review Committee    Jack “Skip” Meeker-Spokesperson 
        Dan Allen, Merry Watson,  
Barbara Hunt, Kevin Rogers,  
Barbara Adlard, Barry Freedman, 
Renee Carter, Russell Sweet 
 
Causeway Restoration Committee    Dan Allen, Rick Paraschak, 
Barbara Clark, Kathy Sweet,  
Merry Watson, Maggie Krainin,  
Jim Allen, Rich Cebra, Bob Caron Sr.  
 
Naples American Flag Committee    Laurel Cebra, Richard Cross 
 
 
 
THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS! 
The Town of Naples truly appreciates the time and energy that many Naples citizens give so 
freely to serve the boards and committees. 
 
 
Interested in volunteering? 
Visit our town website to fill out a submission form to be considered for any vacancies in our 
Town Boards or Committees, or you may contact the Town Secretary. 
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July 15, 2015 Special Town Meeting 
 
November 3, 2015 State Referendum Election – 461 ballots cast 
 
December 8, 2015 SAD 61 Referendum Vote – 606 ballots cast 
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UNPAID TAX LIST AS OF 5/03/16 
         
 BANKRUPTCY NOTICE        
 For any property listed here as may be the subject of bankruptcy proceeding please be advised that  
this notification is for the sole purpose of giving public notice of the outstanding assessed by the  
Town of Naples such property, and further by publication of this notice, the Town is not seeking  
to enforce, perfector otherwise collect outstanding taxes assessed against such properties. 
         
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         483.83      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         483.83      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.02      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         481.20      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         474.76      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         496.70      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         481.20      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         482.66      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         482.95      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         482.66      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         608.86      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         496.70      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         492.02      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         268.04      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         489.10      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         482.08      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         480.62      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         493.49      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2008  $         489.10      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2008  $         444.05      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2008  $         948.59      
    $     13,406.18      
         
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         294.97      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         294.97      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         292.79      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.45      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         289.79      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         302.30      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.45      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         294.29      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         294.47      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         294.29      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         302.30      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         299.62      
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 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $       2,469.19      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         297.95      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.96      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         293.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         300.47      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2009  $         297.95      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2009  $         272.28      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2009  $       1,315.36      
 WATERHOUSE, DANIEL 2009  $         491.28      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2009  $         559.98      
    $     11,897.02      
         
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2010  $           96.31      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2010  $       1,053.20      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         342.68      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         198.65      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.58      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         197.16      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         193.83      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         205.30      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         197.16      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         197.96      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         198.19      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         198.19      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         205.30      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         202.89      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $       1,843.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         201.29      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         201.29      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         196.93      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         203.58      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2010  $         201.41      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2010  $         220.45      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2010  $         298.96      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2010  $       1,289.73      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2010  $         147.60      
 WATERHOUSE, DANIEL 2010  $         389.73      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2010  $         638.21      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2010  $         101.23      
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    $     10,799.32      
         
         
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2011  $         267.80      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2011  $       1,106.80      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         360.27      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         208.95      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         206.77      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.38      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         203.88      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         215.94      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.38      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         208.22      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         208.47      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         208.47      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         215.94      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         213.40      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $       1,937.58      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         211.72      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         211.72      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         207.14      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         214.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2011  $         211.84      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2011  $         268.01      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2011  $         314.37      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2011  $       1,355.31      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2011  $         118.99      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2011  $         257.30      
 WATERHOUSE, DANIEL 2011  $         409.71      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2011  $         670.79      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2011  $         157.70      
    $     11,828.82      
         
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2012  $         276.81      
 FERRO, SALAZAR 2012  $         165.59      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2012  $       1,151.72      
 GREGG, JENNIFER 2012  $       1,049.72      
 HANMER, IDA M. 2012  $       1,337.68      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         373.23      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         215.42      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.16      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.79      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         210.14      
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 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         222.72      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.79      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         214.68      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         214.92      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         214.92      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         222.72      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         220.07      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $       2,018.06      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         218.32      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         218.32      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         213.53      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         220.83      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2012  $         218.45      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2012  $         277.01      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2012  $         325.37      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2012  $       1,410.88      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2012  $         121.62      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2012  $         265.85      
 WATERHOUSE, DANIEL 2012  $         430.53      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2012  $         697.05      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2012  $         161.98      
    $     14,810.06      
         
 BOODY, LEANNE 2013  $       2,554.52      
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2013  $         293.54      
 DOHERTY, CHARLES W. 2013  $       2,817.95      
 FERRO, SALAZAR 2013  $         180.04      
 FLICK, ZEYNA 2013  $         197.24      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2013  $       1,186.49      
 HANMER, IDA M. HEIRS 2013  $       1,081.48      
 LICHOULAS, ALBERT A. 2013  $         322.02      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         398.07      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         237.01      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         234.70      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         229.23      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         228.98      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         225.50      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         238.34      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         235.34      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         230.13      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         236.49      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         236.49      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         244.45      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         241.76      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         235.09      
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 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         235.09      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         228.98      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         235.09      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         228.98      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $       2,070.70      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         239.96      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         239.96      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         235.09      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         236.41      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA 2013  $         233.98      
 MCCAULEY, LINDA A 2013  $         444.57      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2013  $         293.75      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2013  $         343.10      
 PIERCE, NANCY 2013  $         207.82      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2013  $       1,450.99      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2013  $         135.16      
 RFM, LLC 2013  $       2,059.94      
 RFM, LLC 2013  $         570.34      
 RUBINOFF, STUART R. 2013  $         366.77      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2013  $         282.36      
 WILEY, BRUCE 2013  $         956.30      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2013  $         722.46      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2013  $         176.36      
    $     24,279.02      
         
 ANDREWS, SYLVIA 2014  $         404.18      
 BARKER, PAUL L. 2014  $       1,943.16      
 BOODY, LEANNE 2014  $       2,694.82      
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2014  $         294.92      
 CARRUTHERS, MARY E. 2014  $       1,565.03      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID A. 2014  $         521.40      
 DOHERTY, CHARLES W. 2014  $       2,974.44      
 DOLLOFF, TOD 2014  $       1,455.94      
 ELEY, PETER M. JR 2014  $       1,916.10      
 FERRO, SALAZAR 2014  $         174.46      
 FINLAY, PETER P 2014  $         113.42      
 FLICK, ZEYNA 2014  $         192.71      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2014  $         976.95      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2014  $       1,426.49      
 GRADY, BRIAN W. 2014  $       1,804.70      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2014  $       1,242.76      
 HANMER, IDA M. HEIRS 2014  $         906.40      
 LICHOULAS, ALBERT A. 2014  $         325.16      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2014  $         295.16      
 MEYERS, CHARLES 2014  $       1,212.63      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2014  $         347.54      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         222.73      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         236.34      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         455.25      
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 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $       2,181.28      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         234.30      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         399.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         228.45      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         225.99      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.67      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.67      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         227.90      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         227.90      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         236.34      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         233.48      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         231.57      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         231.57      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2014  $         226.40      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTER CHAP 2014  $         231.72      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN, TRUSTEE CHAP 2014  $         227.63      
 PIERCE, NANCY 2014  $         203.94      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2014  $       1,523.50      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2014  $         126.83      
 RFM, LLC 2014  $       2,169.86      
 RFM, LLC 2014  $         588.74      
 RUBINOFF, STUART R. 2014  $         373.24      
 SCARF, JEFFREY C. 2014  $       1,796.04      
 SECORD, LAWRENCE A. JR. 2014  $       1,701.32      
 SPINDELL, ROBERT F. 2014  $         222.34      
 THOMPSON, NEAL 2014  $       1,560.03      
 TIBBERT, JON L. 2014  $         163.33      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2014  $         283.06      
 WILEY, BRUCE 2014  $         998.41      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2014  $         750.20      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2014  $         170.56      
    $     43,489.76      
         
         
         
         
         
 ADAMS, ELIZABETH 2015  $         430.62      
 ADAMS, STEVEN 2015  $         487.60      
 ALLEN LAND CO. LLC 2015  $     15,846.32      
 AMERICAN HOLDINGS INC 2015  $       1,476.59      
 ANDREWS, SYLVIA 2015  $         283.39      
 BARKER, PAUL L. 2015  $       2,015.12      
 BARKER, PAUL L. 2015  $       1,383.87      
 BEECHER, JOSEPH J 2015  $         473.97      
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 BERNSTEIN, KEITH 2015  $       1,115.43      
 BERNSTEIN, KEITH 2015  $         425.34      
 BLAKE, PETER 2015  $         769.25      
 BLANKENSHIP, MARK 2015  $         484.20      
 BOODY, LEANNE 2015  $       2,796.72      
 BROWN, KAREN L. 2015  $         646.20      
 BSS TRUST 2015  $         425.34      
 BSS TRUST 2015  $         496.08      
 BURKE, JOHN J. JR. 2015  $       2,715.80      
 CABRAL, JOSEPH 2015  $       7,576.57      
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2015  $         304.10      
 CANTIN, RICHARD J. 2015  $       1,336.23      
 CARRUTHERS, MARY E. 2015  $       1,623.27      
 CASELLO, DAVID 2015  $       4,158.36      
 CBJ PROPERTIES, INC. 2015  $         264.39      
 CBJ PROPERTIES, INC. 2015  $         264.54      
 CEDARQUIST, DAVID 2015  $         504.00      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID 2015  $         396.08      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID A. 2015  $         539.32      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID N 2015  $       2,803.57      
 CHANLEY, DAYNA L. 2015  $         783.17      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2015  $       4,629.88      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2015  $         445.43      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2015  $         437.79      
 COMEAU, CLIFFORD 2015  $         316.06      
 CONANT, JEFFREY 2015  $         582.39      
 CONANT, JEFFREY 2015  $         752.93      
 COVILL, ARDELL 2015  $       1,758.22      
 CROWLEY, JOHN M. 2015  $         687.93      
 CURIT, JEREMY 2015  $         221.96      
 DEANGELIS, RALPH 2015  $       1,193.52      
 DEANGELIS, RALPH M. 2015  $       2,147.35      
 DECESERE, LORI 2015  $         187.55      
 DOHERTY, CHARLES W. 2015  $       3,087.14      
 DOLLOFF, TOD 2015  $       1,509.96      
 ELEY, PETER M. JR 2015  $       1,987.90      
 ESPEAIGNETTE, BETTE-JEAN 2015  $       1,607.53      
 FEDERAL NATIONAL MTG ASSOC 2015  $       1,139.13      
 FERRO, SALAZAR 2015  $         178.98      
 FLICK, DANIEL A. 2015  $         796.58      
 FLICK, ZEYNA 2015  $         179.09      
 FRISCH NAPLES REALTY TRUST 2015  $       6,473.89      
 GALFORD, LORI 2015  $         508.47      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2015  $       1,012.49      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2015  $       1,479.38      
 GORDON, BEVERLY J. 2015  $         811.44      
 GRADY, BRIAN W. 2015  $       1,872.19      
 GRAHAM, BEATRICE B. 2015  $       7,004.11      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2015  $       1,288.54      
 GREENE, MICHAEL 2015  $       5,915.04      
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 GREGG, JENNIFER 2015  $       1,173.78      
 GREGG, JENNIFER A 2015  $       1,339.62      
 HANMER, IDA M. HEIRS 2015  $         939.21      
 HODSON, KAREN 2015  $         812.57      
 HOMER, PATRICIA 2015  $       1,241.58      
 HONKONEN REALTY TRUST 2015  $       1,474.93      
 HUDLIN, SAMANTHA 2015  $         346.91      
 INDELICATO, MARK A. 2015  $       2,693.21      
 JACQUES, LINDA 2015  $         274.27      
 KALEEL, GAIL 2015  $       1,686.48      
 KINEAVY, THOMAS P. 2015  $         155.20      
 KINEAVY, THOMAS P. 2015  $         155.20      
 KNIGHT, ERIC 2015  $         419.68      
 KNIGHT, ERIC R. 2015  $       2,679.64      
 KNIGHT, JOSEPH 2015  $       1,383.73      
 LAFORTE, LORRAINE 2015  $       1,661.88      
 LAROCHE, CARLA L. 2015  $       1,435.06      
 LARSEN, ANNE 2015  $         227.97      
 LEADBETTER, DAVID F.ET ALS 2015  $         168.68      
 LICHOULAS, ALBERT A. 2015  $         335.50      
 LITTLEFIELD, CHADBOURNE P. 2015  $         949.04      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2015  $       1,960.99      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2015  $       2,154.32      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2015  $       1,456.55      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2015  $         781.87      
 LOWMAN, CHRISTOPHER 2015  $       3,319.60      
 MAZZAGLIA, BARRY 2015  $         767.53      
 MAZZAGLIA, BARRY ,TRUSTEE 2015  $     11,531.07      
 MCCOY, JASON 2015  $         124.58      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2015  $         304.35      
 MCGRATH, DEBRA, TRUSTEE 2015  $         934.79      
 MCKELLAR, DIANE R. ,TRUSTEE 2015  $     10,344.52      
 MEYERS, CHARLES 2015  $       1,257.26      
 MORTON, CHARLES A. 2015  $       2,085.93      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2015  $         358.74      
 NAPLES SELF STORAGE 2015  $       6,562.62      
 NEUBERT, KEITH A 2015  $       1,197.16      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         229.10      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         243.25      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         470.61      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $       2,263.32      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         241.14      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         412.62      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         235.05      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         232.50      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         233.21      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         233.21      
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 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         234.48      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         234.48      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         243.25      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         240.28      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         238.30      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         238.30      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE 2015  $         232.92      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTER CHAP 2015  $         238.44      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN, TRUSTEE CHAP 2015  $         234.20      
 O'CONNOR, TOM 2015  $         259.18      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL 2015  $         906.38      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2015  $       1,691.60      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2015  $       1,372.39      
 P & K SAND + GRAVEL INC. 2015  $       1,623.69      
 PALANZA, RICHARD 2015  $       2,448.45      
 PATTISON, RICHARD, TRUSTEE 2015  $       1,370.96      
 PETTINGILL, KIMBERLY 2015  $         384.03      
 PIAZZA, SALVATORE 2015  $       1,443.57      
 PIERCE, DANIEL H. 2015  $       1,316.92      
 PIERCE, NANCY 2015  $         209.60      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2015  $       1,580.14      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2015  $         129.50      
 PLUMMER, C. BRUCE 2015  $       4,381.51      
 PRICE, RANDALL 2015  $       3,144.40      
 RFM, LLC 2015  $       2,251.47      
 RFM, LLC 2015  $         609.27      
 RUBINOFF, STUART R. 2015  $         385.45      
 SCARF, JEFFREY C. 2015  $       1,863.22      
 SECORD, LAWRENCE A. JR. 2015  $       1,764.82      
 SIPP, WILLIAM C. 2015  $         264.56      
 STEEVES, MICHAEL A 2015  $       1,055.20      
 SWAIM, KAREN 2015  $         425.34      
 THOMPSON, NEAL 2015  $       1,618.08      
 TIBBERT, JON L. 2015  $         167.41      
 VACCHIANO, TRACY A. 2015  $       1,316.63      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2015  $         291.79      
 VIDIC, STEVEN 2015  $         769.95      
 WELCH, JANICE A. 2015  $       1,833.89      
 WELCH, JANICE A. 2015  $         249.06      
 WILEY, BRUCE 2015  $       1,034.78      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2015  $         776.96      
 WINSLOW, BRIAN 2015  $         614.49      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2015  $         174.93      
    $   217,790.13      
         
 A2M DEV. GROUP, LLC 2016  $         940.53      
 A2M DEV. GROUP, LLC 2016  $         927.25      
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 A2M ENERGY GROUP, LLC 2016  $       8,106.44      
 ADAMS CONSTRUCTION 2016  $         543.50      
 ADAMS, ELIZABETH 2016  $         363.14      
 ADAMS, FERNE 2016  $         542.00      
 ADAMS, FERNE 2016  $       2,637.70      
 ADAMS, FREDERICK J. 2016  $       2,019.56      
 ADAMS, KRISTEN L. 2016  $         240.36      
 ADAMS, STEVEN 2016  $         411.92      
 AFTHIM, MICHAEL 2016  $         984.71      
 ALLEN LAND CO. LLC 2016  $     15,121.39      
 ALLEN, RYAN 2016  $       1,145.77      
 ALLEN, RYAN 2016  $       2,152.05      
 AMERICAN HOLDINGS INC 2016  $       1,521.27      
 AMERICAN HOLDINGS INC 2016  $       1,359.11      
 AMERICAN HOLDINGS INC. 2016  $       4,776.19      
 ANDREWS, GERALD M. 2016  $         395.21      
 ANDREWS, SYLVIA 2016  $         216.35      
 ANTOSH, KEVIN 2016  $       2,987.02      
 ANZALDUA, ISRAEL M. 2016  $       3,126.91      
 AREL, LEON SR 2016  $         669.79      
 AUCLAIR, RICHARD 2016  $       2,498.40      
 AYOTTE, JACKIE C. 2016  $         730.86      
 BACK HOME HOLDINGS LLC 2016  $       9,890.05      
 BAIRD, BARBARA 2016  $       5,845.24      
 BARKER, EDWIN 2016  $         500.82      
 BARKER, PAUL L. 2016  $       1,871.65      
 BARKER, PAUL L. 2016  $       1,270.31      
 BATEMAN, JOHN R 2016  $       2,127.16      
 BEECHER, JOSEPH J 2016  $         825.75      
 BELL, DAWN M. 2016  $       1,380.07      
 BELL, TROY 2016  $         966.81      
 BELLIVEAU, ROBERT 2016  $         578.61      
 BENNETT, H. PATRICIA  ET AL 2016  $       1,331.11      
 BENNETT, JAMES 2016  $         753.85      
 BENNETT, PEGGY E 2016  $         995.34      
 BENNETT, WILLIAM 2016  $         452.61      
 BERKELEY, JOHN D. 2016  $         543.34      
 BERNARD, LISETTE TRUSTEE 2016  $       2,346.14      
 BERNSTEIN, KEITH 2016  $       1,013.21      
 BERNSTEIN, KEITH 2016  $         352.30      
 BETTS, MARK C. 2016  $       1,137.55      
 BISHOP, KEITH 2016  $         376.15      
 BLAKE, BEVERLY A. 2016  $       1,774.45      
 BLAKE, PETER 2016  $       2,045.91      
 BLANKENSHIP, MARK 2016  $         408.67      
 BODWELL, EMMA M. 2016  $       2,000.93      
 BODWELL, PETER 2016  $       3,099.93      
 BODWELL, PETER 2016  $         444.29      
 BONGIORNO, THOMAS 2016  $       3,285.74      
 BOODY, LEANNE 2016  $       2,623.43      
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 BOWEN, DAVID 2016  $         428.72      
 BOWEN, DAVID 2016  $         514.90      
 BOXER, DEBORAH 2016  $         442.41      
 BRAUTIGAM, FRANK 2016  $       1,588.70      
 BRAY'S BREWING CO. INC. 2016  $       5,592.38      
 BROWER, ANDREA C. 2016  $         487.80      
 BROWER, HOWARD S. 2016  $         133.47      
 BROWER, MIRIAM 2016  $         573.17      
 BROWER, MIRIAM 2016  $         611.21      
 BROWN, GEOFFREY 2016  $       3,044.47      
 BROWN, KAREN L. 2016  $         563.82      
 BROWNE, KEVIN 2016  $         137.28      
 BSS TRUST 2016  $         352.30      
 BSS TRUST 2016  $         420.05      
 BURDWOOD, JAMES 2016  $         352.30      
 BURKE, JOHN J. JR. 2016  $       2,545.94      
 BURKE, JOHN J. JR. 2016  $       4,276.53      
 BURNELL, KEITH E. 2016  $       2,263.18      
 BURNS, MICHAEL A., TRUSTEE 2016  $       2,410.95      
 BUSCH, MICHAEL G. 2016  $         667.92      
 BUTTERFIELD, DAVID L. 2016  $       2,185.21      
 CABANA, GERARD & ROSEMARY 2016  $         478.23      
 CABRAL, JOSEPH 2016  $       7,201.22      
 CALILEO, BRIAN C. 2016  $       1,827.47      
 CALILEO, ROBERT W. JR. 2016  $       1,689.96      
 CAMERON, EDMUND 2016  $         236.19      
 CAMPBELL, EDWARD L. 2016  $       2,797.18      
 CAMPBELL, KENNETH C. 2016  $         236.19      
 CANTIN, RICHARD J. 2016  $       1,224.69      
 CAPEN, RICHARD H JR 2016  $       2,081.66      
 CARLINE, WILLIAM T. 2016  $         482.79      
 CARLISTA, THOMAS 2016  $         495.58      
 CARRUTHERS, MARY E. 2016  $       1,499.59      
 CARVER, BRIAN 2016  $       3,956.44      
 CARVER, JOHN 2016  $       3,092.07      
 CASELLO, DAVID 2016  $       4,221.30      
 CASH, JEFF 2016  $         113.21      
 CATRUCH, AUGUSTINE 2016  $           36.08      
 CAUSEWAY MARINA INC. 2016  $       9,392.93      
 CEDARQUIST, DAVID 2016  $         427.64      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID 2016  $         324.27      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID A. 2016  $         461.46      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID A. 2016  $       2,086.31      
 CEDERQUIST, DAVID N 2016  $       2,630.00      
 CHANLEY, DAYNA L. 2016  $       1,413.96      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         520.52      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         521.34      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         543.08      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         557.92      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         572.35      
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 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         558.94      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $       2,811.25      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         296.75      
 CHAPLIN HILL, LLC 2016  $         296.34      
 CHAPMAN, CHRISTIAN 2016  $       3,310.96      
 CHASE, MARK L. 2016  $         899.72      
 CHASE, SCOTT 2016  $       2,449.39      
 CHOUINARD, DAVID 2016  $       2,145.37      
 CHURCHILL, KEVIN 2016  $       1,801.68      
 CIVITA, VINCENT HEIRS ET. AL 2016  $       3,523.72      
 CLARK, W.P. & SONS HOME BUILDERS 2016  $         332.79      
 CLARK, W.P. & SONS HOME BUILDERS 2016  $         331.16      
 CLARK, WILLIAM 2016  $         279.81      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2016  $       4,379.10      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2016  $         371.54      
 CLINTON, MARK D. 2016  $         364.22      
 COCKBURN, WILLIAM ET.AL. 2016  $       1,938.15      
 COFFIN, SANDRA 2016  $         418.21      
 COHEN, ARNOLD 2016  $       3,353.49      
 COLE, KEVIN 2016  $         828.23      
 COLPOYS, PATRICK K. 2016  $       2,617.16      
 CONANT, JEFFREY 2016  $         502.71      
 CONANT, JEFFREY 2016  $         666.04      
 CONFUSE-A-CAT, LLC 2016  $       2,010.28      
 CONNOLLY, PATRICK E. 2016  $       1,184.93      
 COOK, DAVID A. 2016  $         397.39      
 COTTER, JAMES M. 2016  $       1,919.07      
 COVILL, ARDELL 2016  $       1,628.83      
 CRAFFEY, DANIEL 2016  $         401.08      
 CRAFFEY, DANIEL 2016  $       9,271.36      
 CRAFFEY, DANIEL 2016  $       5,137.18      
 CRAFFEY, DANIEL P 2016  $       4,868.24      
 CRAMER, GARY 2016  $       7,906.99      
 CRAY, DANNY 2016  $         691.05      
 CREPEAU INVESTMENTS 2016  $     11,473.02      
 CREPEAU, CONRAD 2016  $         588.88      
 CROTEAU, LANCE M. 2016  $       1,910.59      
 CROWLEY, JOHN M. 2016  $         603.79      
 CRS REALTY LLC 2016  $         697.28      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         557.18      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         601.89      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         629.26      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         516.80      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         498.64      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         511.92      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         498.64      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         504.06      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         513.55      
 CRS REALTY, LLC 2016  $         559.07      
 CURIT, JEREMY 2016  $         157.52      
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 CYR, DOUGLAS R. 2016  $       1,047.79      
 D.P.C. LLC 2016  $       3,726.25      
 DAIGLE, CHARLOTTE 2016  $       1,151.48      
 DEANGELIS, RALPH 2016  $       1,088.00      
 DEANGELIS, RALPH M. 2016  $       2,001.52      
 DECESERE, LORI 2016  $         127.29      
 DELGRECO, CHARLES 2016  $         371.62      
 DENSMORE, WILLIAM L. JR. ET AL 2016  $       3,550.03      
 DESJARDINS, PETER ALBERT 2016  $       1,919.61      
 DEUTSCHE BANK NAT'L 2016  $       1,636.64      
 DEWITT, REXFORD 2016  $         957.31      
 DIGNARD, MAYBELLE 2016  $         108.17      
 DILUISO, JEFFREY 2016  $         510.56      
 DIONNE, EDWARD 2016  $         775.86      
 DOBSON, JAMES ROSS JR 2016  $       1,864.75      
 DOHERTY, CHARLES W. 2016  $       2,901.57      
 DOHERTY, PATRICK 2016  $       2,058.48      
 DOLLOFF, TOD 2016  $       1,391.75      
 DOMINGUEZ, FRANK 2016  $         232.04      
 DONKIN, LAURA 2016  $       3,800.45      
 DOWD, TRACY J. 2016  $       3,251.32      
 DUFOUR, ROY 2016  $       2,335.80      
 DUNLAP, RICHARD 2016  $         283.43      
 DUQUETTE, DEAN 2016  $       2,044.26      
 DUQUETTE, DEAN 2016  $       2,179.41      
 DWYER, SEAN & WENDY 2016  $       2,574.09      
 DYER, BETTY S 2016  $       1,512.06      
 DYER, SCOTT 2016  $         173.44      
 EDWARDS, DAVID J. 2016  $       1,601.52      
 EDWARDS, SHELLY ANN 2016  $       1,169.64      
 EGGERT, EDWARD 2016  $       2,021.51      
 ELDREDGE, STEVEN 2016  $       3,612.59      
 ELEY, PETER M. JR 2016  $       1,848.80      
 EMERY, LOUIS G 2016  $         907.02      
 EMERY, LOUIS G. 2016  $         339.83      
 EMMONS, DAVID 2016  $       4,272.25      
 EMMONS, DAVID 2016  $         185.77      
 ENG, DAVID A. 2016  $       1,763.64      
 ESPEAIGNETTE, BETTE-JEAN 2016  $       1,484.51      
 FARNSWORTH, HERB 2016  $         285.31      
 FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE 2016  $       2,183.05      
 FEDERAL NATIONAL MTG ASSOC 2016  $       2,181.70      
 FERRO, SALAZAR 2016  $         116.35      
 FIDLER, WILLIAM P 2016  $         342.54      
 FLICK, DANIEL A. 2016  $         707.85      
 FLICK, ZEYNA 2016  $         116.46      
 FOLEY, KENNETH 2016  $       3,064.58      
 FORAN, JOSEPH 2016  $       2,802.48      
 FRANCESCONE, HENRY& SYLVIA 2016  $         106.77      
 FREELEY, AUSTIN 2016  $       3,783.19      
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 FREW, GERALD 2016  $         232.56      
 FRISCH NAPLES REALTY TRUST 2016  $       6,145.16      
 FRISCH NAPLES REALTY TRUST 2016  $       1,013.54      
 FRISCH, MARK S 2016  $       5,438.28      
 GABAY, JANELLE 2016  $     10,073.96      
 GADBOIS, SEAN 2016  $         397.04      
 GALFORD, LORI 2016  $         431.92      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2016  $         914.63      
 GALLINARI, PAUL A. 2016  $       1,361.78      
 GEDNEY, ROBERT 2016  $         616.43      
 GILBRIDE, RICHARD 2016  $     11,125.36      
 GILLESPIE, GREGORY 2016  $           67.74      
 GORDON, BEVERLY J. 2016  $         722.08      
 GOTSCHLICH, EMIL,TRUSTEE 2016  $       6,277.53      
 GOULET, STEVE 2016  $         441.82      
 GRADY, BRIAN W. 2016  $       1,737.99      
 GRAHAM, BEATRICE B. 2016  $       6,652.96      
 GRANFIELD, MICHELLE 2016  $         727.66      
 GRAVES, LLOYD 2016  $       1,179.01      
 GREENE, JENNIFER 2016  $       6,565.26      
 GREENE, MICHAEL 2016  $       7,888.13      
 GREGG, JENNIFER 2016  $       1,069.10      
 GREGG, JENNIFER A 2016  $       1,227.93      
 GRIFFIN, PATRICIA 2016  $       2,364.08      
 GROVER, JEFFREY 2016  $       2,475.80      
 GROVER, JEFFREY 2016  $       2,348.40      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         203.41      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         201.30      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         190.74      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         196.26      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         190.74      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         219.18      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         206.50      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         210.24      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         195.93      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         205.20      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         204.06      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         197.72      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         194.58      
 H3 DEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $         890.83      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $         311.83      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $         390.96      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $           39.57      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $           51.49      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $           62.33      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $         685.67      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $         149.05      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $           84.01      
 HALE, WARREN 2016  $           78.59      
 HAMLIN, JAMES 2016  $         522.89      
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 HANGEN, LYNNE P. 2016  $       2,789.09      
 HANMER, IDA M. HEIRS 2016  $         844.44      
 HERBSTER, JONATHAN 2016  $       1,691.08      
 HISTORIC MAINE PROPERTIES LLC 2016  $         165.85      
 HISTORIC MAINE PROPERTIES, LLC 2016  $     15,902.14      
 HODGDON, KEITH 2016  $       3,587.31      
 HODSON, KAREN 2016  $         723.16      
 HOFFMAN, ANNE 2016  $         239.29      
 HOMER, CHARLES 2016  $       4,193.52      
 HOMER, PATRICIA 2016  $       2,142.89      
 HUBBARD, ROBERT B 2016  $         785.90      
 HUBBARD, ROBERT B 2016  $         575.08      
 HUDLIN, SAMANTHA 2016  $         277.19      
 HURTEAU, DEAN 2016  $         335.50      
 HURTEAU, EUGENE 2016  $         479.94      
 HURTEAU, NATHANIEL 2016  $         335.50      
 IMBRIALE, LAURA 2016  $         982.12      
 INDELICATO, MARK A. 2016  $       2,531.98      
 JACKSON, KEITH 2016  $       2,651.90      
 JACKSON, WAYNE 2016  $         487.18      
 JACKSON, WAYNE 2016  $       1,910.73      
 JACQUES, LINDA 2016  $       2,135.40      
 JANELLE, PIERE 2016  $       4,712.73      
 JARVIS, MATTHEW, TRUSTEE 2016  $       3,343.11      
 JENSEN, WENDY ET AL 2016  $         699.99      
 JOHNSON, SHARON 2016  $         835.30      
 JONES, DANIEL TRUSTEE 2016  $     11,019.05      
 JORDAN, JOANNE 2016  $       2,094.90      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         343.63      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         323.38      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         341.46      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         329.54      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         337.67      
 JORDAN, JOANNE C 2016  $         335.50      
 JORDAN,ANN 2016  $       9,427.28      
 KALEEL, GAIL 2016  $       1,560.13      
 KEEFE, WILLIAM F. 2016  $       1,573.16      
 KELLY, STEPHEN 2016  $         438.72      
 KENNEDY, CHRISTINE 2016  $       2,660.08      
 KENT, DAVID W. 2016  $       2,754.76      
 KENYON, KIRBY 2016  $       1,278.65      
 KILBURN, DUSTIN 2016  $       2,025.77      
 KINEAVY, HEAHER 2016  $           93.58      
 KINEAVY, HEATHER 2016  $         615.35      
 KINEAVY, HEATHER 2016  $           93.58      
 KLIMEK, NICHOLAS 2016  $         525.74      
 KLOPOTOSKI, BEVERLY A. 2016  $       3,073.76      
 KNIGHT FAMILY TRUST 2016  $       9,102.63      
 KNIGHT GENERATIONS IV LLC 2016  $       5,153.99      
 KNIGHT, ERIC 2016  $         346.88      
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 KNIGHT, ERIC R. 2016  $       2,511.30      
 KNIGHT, JOSEPH 2016  $       2,584.13      
 KNOPE, WAYNE 2016  $           33.77      
 KNUDSEN, DENNIS 2016  $         675.37      
 KNUDSEN, DENNIS 2016  $         737.92      
 KNUDSEN, DENNIS 2016  $         331.98      
 KNUDSEN, DENNIS 2016  $         338.21      
 KOKARAS, JUNE 2016  $       1,690.53      
 KROC, RUDOLPH 2016  $       3,161.78      
 KROC, RUDOLPH J. 2016  $       7,351.96      
 LALIBERTE, DENIS 2016  $         972.08      
 LALIBERTE, DENIS 2016  $       3,031.12      
 LANDRY, BRUCE J 2016  $       2,949.36      
 LANDRY, RAYMOND 2016  $       3,718.89      
 LANE, JAMES 2016  $           93.58      
 LAROCHE, CARLA L. 2016  $       1,319.34      
 LARSEN, ANNE 2016  $         332.18      
 LAUGHLIN, DAVID M 2016  $       1,309.07      
 LEADBETTER, DAVID F.ET ALS 2016  $         106.91      
 LEAVITT, MARIAN L. 2016  $         720.01      
 LEWIS, BONNIE 2016  $       1,742.50      
 LH HOUSING LLC 2016  $       1,725.85      
 LIBBY, KENNETH 2016  $       1,209.35      
 LICHOULAS, ALBERT A. 2016  $         266.26      
 LILLEY, ROBERT,TRUSTEE 2016  $       3,301.32      
 LIPOMI, LOUIS 2016  $         336.31      
 LITTLE, CHRISTOPER TRUSTEE 2016  $       2,953.53      
 LONG, STEPHEN H 2016  $       1,088.74      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2016  $       1,823.04      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2016  $       2,008.19      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2016  $       1,339.91      
 LONGLEY, ANTHONY 2016  $         693.76      
 LONGLEY, DANI 2016  $       2,505.72      
 LORD, JOHN S. 2016  $       1,646.77      
 LORD, SANDRA 2016  $         201.41      
 LOWMAN, CHRISTOPHER 2016  $       3,124.21      
 LUPOLI, CHRISTOPHER 2016  $       3,845.04      
 MADURA, ANDREW R. 2016  $       2,498.11      
 MADWILL REALTY TRUST 2016  $         969.90      
 MAGUIRE, ELMER W. 2016  $         187.15      
 MAGUIRE, GRACE H. 2016  $         225.27      
 MAIN, JIM 2016  $         606.88      
 MAINE STATE HOUSING AUTHORITY 2016  $       1,823.30      
 MAINE TELEPHONE CO. 2016  $         235.50      
 MANDEVILLE, LOUIS 2016  $       2,793.54      
 MANNING, DAVID L. 2016  $         241.80      
 MARAND, JAVAD H. 2016  $       7,079.20      
 MARCELLA, JOHN 2016  $       3,155.04      
 MARSHALL, RONALD B. 2016  $       2,031.51      
 MARTIN, GABRIEL 2016  $       2,780.76      
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 MARTIN, JOHN 2016  $       1,498.47      
 MASON, AUBREY 2016  $       1,191.55      
 MASTROGIOVANNI, JAMES 2016  $       2,926.60      
 MASTROGIOVANNI, JAMES 2016  $           84.21      
 MATATALL, SCOTT 2016  $         428.72      
 MAYNARD, LAWRENCE F. 2016  $       1,551.29      
 MAZZAGLIA, BARRY 2016  $         680.62      
 MAZZAGLIA, BARRY ,TRUSTEE 2016  $     13,750.20      
 MCCABE, GREGORY 2016  $       4,268.90      
 MCCARTHY, MARIE 2016  $       3,956.79      
 MCCARTHY, ROBERT  P 2016  $         632.09      
 MCCONKEY, SHIRLEY 2016  $         978.57      
 MCCOY, JAMES 2016  $         803.98      
 MCCURTAIN, BRADLEY C. 2016  $         469.37      
 MCDONOUGH, JOHN 2016  $       1,538.90      
 MCEVOY, JOHN T. ,TRUSTEE 2016  $       4,664.70      
 MCGILLICUDDY, TIMOTHY F. 2016  $       3,484.31      
 MCGOWAN, DAVID 2016  $           86.90      
 MCGRATH, DEBRA, TRUSTEE 2016  $         840.21      
 MCGROARTY, JAMES T. 2016  $       3,344.76      
 MCINTOSH, JOANNA 2016  $       1,713.33      
 MCKELLAR, DIANE R. ,TRUSTEE 2016  $       9,852.16      
 MCNABB, MICHAEL 2016  $       1,804.83      
 MEYERS, CHARLES 2016  $       1,149.05      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         147.53      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         154.40      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         141.71      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         140.65      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         140.07      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         139.96      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         199.50      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         163.26      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         149.74      
 MILLER, GARY 2016  $         143.21      
 MINNICOZZI, CHRISTINA B. 2016  $         864.42      
 MOBERG, ROGER E. 2016  $       1,343.75      
 MOOERS, PAUL A. JR. 2016  $       4,943.26      
 MORSE, DENIS 2016  $       1,576.66      
 MORTON, CHARLES A. 2016  $       1,071.40      
 MORTON, CHARLES A. 2016  $       1,942.69      
 MORTON, JOSHUA 2016  $       1,358.36      
 MORTON, LORI A 2016  $         508.13      
 MORTON, LORI A 2016  $         481.57      
 MORTON, LORI A 2016  $         785.86      
 MORTON, MICHAEL 2016  $       1,887.41      
 MULHEARN, DAVID 2016  $         718.15      
 MULKERIN, JOHN F 2016  $       3,344.76      
 MURPHY, JENNIFER 2016  $         288.52      
 MURRAY, MICHAEL F. 2016  $       1,631.26      
 MURRAY, RICHARD 2016  $       1,455.13      
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 NAPLES REDEVELOPMENT LLC 2016  $       3,659.06      
 NAPLES SELF STORAGE 2016  $       6,230.13      
 NEAGLE, CHRISTOPHER, TRUSTEE 2016  $         397.83      
 NEKOIE, BAHMAN 2016  $       1,794.33      
 NELSON, CONNIE R. 2016  $       1,443.05      
 NELSON, DOUGLAS 2016  $       5,041.33      
 NEUBERT, KEITH A 2016  $       1,302.82      
 NEWCOMB, STEPHEN 2016  $         340.38      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         164.36      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         177.91      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         395.66      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $       2,112.59      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP 7 2016  $         175.88      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         340.11      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         170.05      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         167.61      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.29      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.29      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         169.51      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         169.51      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         177.91      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         175.07      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         173.17      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         173.17      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTEE CHAP.7 2016  $         168.02      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN TRUSTER CHAP 7 2016  $         173.30      
 NOTINGER, STEVEN, TRUSTEE CHAP 
7 
2016  $         169.24      
 NOYES, DONALD JR. 2016  $         382.92      
 NOYES, DONALD, III 2016  $       1,511.38      
 O'CONNELL, MICHAEL J. JR. 2016  $       1,268.74      
 O'CONNOR, TOM 2016  $         193.17      
 OCTOBER LANE, LLC 2016  $       3,245.54      
 OGLE, DEBORAH 2016  $         187.15      
 OLD SOUR HOLDINGS LLC 2016  $       3,882.22      
 OLDEN, TAMRA 2016  $         435.71      
 OLOFSON, DENNIS 2016  $         350.40      
 OPOLSKI, MATTHEW 2016  $       1,767.62      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL 2016  $         813.00      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2016  $       1,565.03      
 P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2016  $       1,259.32      
 P & K SAND + GRAVEL INC. 2016  $       1,499.99      
 PALANZA, RICHARD 2016  $       2,355.48      
 PATINO, ERIC 2016  $       1,530.36      
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 PATRIOTTI, ROSA 2016  $       1,568.67      
 PATTI, JAMES 2016  $       3,102.87      
 PATTISON, RICHARD, TRUSTEE 2016  $       1,257.95      
 PAUL, BEVERLEY 2016  $       7,774.79      
 PAUL, DONALD M. 2016  $       1,658.70      
 PENTEDEMOS, CHARLES JR 2016  $       1,640.25      
 PETERSON, KATHIE 2016  $       4,194.59      
 PETTINGILL, KIMBERLY 2016  $         347.29      
 PIAZZA, SALVATORE 2016  $       1,327.51      
 PIERCE, DANIEL H. 2016  $       1,206.19      
 PIERCE, NANCY 2016  $         145.68      
 PINKHAM, PETER 2016  $       1,458.28      
 PINKHAM, PETER ALLEN 2016  $           68.97      
 PINNACLE ASSET TRUST LLC 2016  $         771.06      
 PLUMMER, C. BRUCE 2016  $       4,141.23      
 PLUMMER, CODY 2016  $         390.78      
 PLUMMER, ERIN 2016  $         390.51      
 POLLAND, G MICHAEL 2016  $         479.67      
 POND, ERICA 2016  $       1,593.83      
 POOL, AMANDA 2016  $         806.78      
 POULIN, MARGARET 2016  $       2,737.01      
 PRICE, RANDALL 2016  $       2,956.42      
 PROVOST, STEPHEN 2016  $       1,966.04      
 PULLIS, WILLIAM J. III 2016  $         236.19      
 PUTNAM, JASON 2016  $         351.76      
 PUTNAM, JASON K. 2016  $       1,224.53      
 RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS, INC. 2016  $       3,703.84      
 REED, KATHLEEN 2016  $       1,523.03      
 REGGIANNINI, FRANCES T. 2016  $       1,651.73      
 REINARD, RALPH 2016  $         923.04      
 RFM, LLC 2016  $       2,101.24      
 RFM, LLC 2016  $         528.45      
 RILEY, WILLIAM 2016  $         409.63      
 RING, MARION E. 2016  $         724.63      
 ROBERTS, RICHARD & EBEN 2016  $         574.24      
 ROBINSON, SCOTT A. 2016  $           62.37      
 ROBITAILLE, GEORGE 2016  $       2,429.24      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $         426.01      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $       8,445.20      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $         693.98      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $       1,465.05      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $         908.07      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $         722.76      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $         831.50      
 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $       1,584.78      
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 ROGERS EAST SHORE COTTAGES LLC 2016  $       2,877.41      
 ROGERS, CAROL 2016  $         885.97      
 ROGERS, GREGORY 2016  $       2,549.09      
 ROGERS, PATRICIA 2016  $       1,694.82      
 ROGERS, PATRICIA 2016  $       1,587.99      
 ROGERS, PATRICIA ,TRUSTEE 2016  $       2,973.98      
 ROSE, SHERRY 2016  $         630.56      
 RUTLAND, MARK 2016  $       2,031.50      
 RUTLAND, MARK 2016  $       1,619.21      
 SALISBURY, JACQUELINE A. 2016  $       3,288.50      
 SAMPSON, WILLIAM 2016  $           38.48      
 SAWYER, THEODORE TRUSTEE 2016  $       8,238.33      
 SCARF, JEFFREY C. 2016  $       1,729.39      
 SCHELL, LEWIS R. 2016  $         528.14      
 SCHMECHEL, AMANDA 2016  $       1,913.61      
 SCHREINER, CHRISTINE 2016  $       2,247.16      
 SECORD, LAWRENCE A. JR. 2016  $       1,499.66      
 SEEBERGER, KARSTEN SWEN 2016  $         379.40      
 SEXTON, GEORGE T. 2016  $       4,647.69      
 SHAW, GAIL 2016  $         176.77      
 SHAW, RONALD M. JR. 2016  $       2,274.46      
 SHAW, SUSAN 2016  $       1,114.62      
 SHAW, THOMAS 2016  $       1,713.75      
 SHEKINAH NAPLES, LLC 2016  $     21,610.19      
 SHIELDS, EILEEN 2016  $         625.47      
 SHIELDS, ERIN 2016  $         589.43      
 SHIELDS, J. R. 2016  $       4,419.41      
 SIMMS, FLEURETTE 2016  $       2,314.16      
 SIPP, WILLIAM C. 2016  $         198.32      
 SLOAT, MARK 2016  $         155.70      
 SLOAT, MARK 2016  $         161.16      
 SMALL, TROY M. 2016  $         779.95      
 SMITH, BEVERLEE ET AL 2016  $           84.96      
 SMITH, EDWARD F. 2016  $       2,142.89      
 SMITH, FREDERICK TRUSTEE 2016  $       3,668.42      
 SMITH, GARY & BRENDA 2016  $         294.81      
 SMITH, MARK 2016  $       1,118.99      
 SMITH, STEPHEN M. 2016  $       3,353.49      
 SMITH, WILLIAM 2016  $         254.35      
 SNOWBALL REALTY, LLC 2016  $       1,434.90      
 SOULE, DONALD E. C/O 2016  $         542.00      
 SPENCER, MARGARET 2016  $         771.74      
 SPINELLA, SANDRA 2016  $       2,039.26      
 SPRAGUE, SUSAN 2016  $         679.53      
 ST. PIERRE, VICTORIA 2016  $       1,617.64      
 STAUFFER, RICHARD T. 2016  $       7,107.00      
 STEEVES, MICHAEL A 2016  $       1,148.23      
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 STEINER, RICHARD F. 2016  $       1,632.94      
 STETSON, DAVID 2016  $       6,127.80      
 STOP N SHOP INC 2016  $       6,143.16      
 STRONG, GREGORY E. 2016  $       8,412.65      
 SWAIM, KAREN 2016  $         352.30      
 TANGUAY, DENIS 2016  $         105.04      
 TERCIAK, RONALD S. 2016  $       3,231.88      
 THOMPSON, NEAL 2016  $       1,628.74      
 TIBBERT, JON L. 2016  $         105.28      
 TINKHAM, LAUREL R. 2016  $       4,688.25      
 TINSLEY, SELINA 2016  $       1,057.94      
 TOOLE, JEFFREY A 2016  $       1,423.16      
 TOTTLE, KERRY M. 2016  $       1,741.34      
 TRASK, JERE F. 2016  $       5,713.82      
 TREADWELL, MRS. ARTHUR 2016  $         256.58      
 TRIPP, MARCIA 2016  $         202.90      
 TSIMORTOS, PETER S 2016  $       2,178.60      
 TURCOTTE, DANA 2016  $       2,073.04      
 TURCOTTE, HENRY 2016  $         771.27      
 TURCOTTE, HENRY 2016  $         406.23      
 TURCOTTE, HENRY P. JR. 2016  $       2,725.16      
 U.S. BANK NAT'L ASSOC 2016  $         323.38      
 URBAN, JANET 2016  $       7,326.77      
 VACCHIANO, TRACY A. 2016  $       1,205.92      
 VALONIS, RONALD P. 2016  $         200.50      
 VAUGHN, DAVID 2016  $         224.39      
 VIDIC, STEVEN 2016  $         682.34      
 VILLACCI, THOMAS 2016  $       2,720.26      
 WAKEMAN, STIENA K. 2016  $       1,325.72      
 WALKER, CYNTHIA M. 2016  $         753.95      
 WALKER, ERIC R. 2016  $       2,477.25      
 WATERMAN, JEFFREY L. 2016  $       1,542.83      
 WELCH, JANICE A. 2016  $       3,442.01      
 WELCH, JANICE A. 2016  $         371.54      
 WELDNER, PAUL 2016  $       9,472.40      
 WHIT BUILDERS OF MAINE INC 2016  $       1,211.78      
 WILCOX, KATHLEEN 2016  $         187.15      
 WILEY, BRUCE 2016  $         935.97      
 WILLETT, STEVEN 2016  $       2,426.38      
 WILLETTE, DAVID L. 2016  $         689.06      
 WILLEY, DONALD A JR. 2016  $       1,564.75      
 WILLS, STEVEN 2016  $         213.82      
 WILLWERTH, JAMES 2016  $         336.04      
 WILLWERTH, JAMES 2016  $       1,089.12      
 WINSLOW, BRIAN 2016  $         533.60      
 WISWELL, EDWARD B. 2016  $         112.47      
 WORSTER, KATHLEEN 2016  $       2,172.12      
 WORTH, KAREN, TRUSTEE 2016  $       3,856.70      
 YALE FAMILY IRREVOCABLE TRUST 2016  $       6,340.86      
 YALE, GLENN 2016  $         641.61      
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    $1,060,651.05      
UNPAID PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES  
JOHNSON, MARK 1997  $       29.40  
JOHNSON, MARK 1998  $       29.30  
JOHNSON, MARK 1999  $       29.30  
JOHNSON, MARK 2000  $       29.30  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2001  $     236.61  
JOHNSON, MARK 2001  $       29.80  
REED, MOLLY 2001  $     143.67  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2002  $        3.77  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2002  $     260.08  
JOHNSON, MARK 2002  $       31.80  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2002  $       80.47  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2002  $     197.72  
REED, MOLLY 2002  $     153.31  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2003  $       56.48  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2003  $       58.01  
HADAD, FRANK 2003  $       36.47  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2003  $     208.55  
JOHNSON, MARK 2003  $       25.50  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2003  $       64.53  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2003  $     158.55  
REED, MOLLY 2003  $     122.94  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2004  $       58.12  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2004  $       99.70  
HADAD, FRANK 2004  $       37.52  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2004  $     214.60  
JOHNSON, MARK 2004  $       26.24  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2004  $       66.40  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2004  $     163.15  
REED, MOLLY 2004  $     126.50  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2004  $       49.20  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2005  $       65.12  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2005  $     111.71  
GURNETT,LYNN 2005  $     118.97  
HADAD, FRANK 2005  $       42.04  
HINES, DAVID 2005  $       26.56  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2005  $     240.45  
JOHNSON, MARK 2005  $       29.40  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2005  $       74.40  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2005  $     182.79  
MOORCROFT, STEVE 2005  $       87.76  
PIERSON, RON 2005  $       52.68  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2005  $     110.25  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2006  $       12.96  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2006  $       66.89  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2006  $     114.74  
GURNETT,LYNN 2006  $     122.20  
HADAD, FRANK 2006  $       43.19  
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HINES, DAVID 2006  $       27.29  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2006  $     246.99  
JOHNSON, MARK 2006  $       30.20  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2006  $       76.42  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2006  $     187.77  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2006  $       97.40  
PIERSON, RON 2006  $       54.12  
PLOURDE, BILL 2006  $       67.95  
REED, MOLLY 2006  $       58.44  
SMITH, FREDERICK 2006  $       15.10  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2006  $     113.25  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2007  $       45.30  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2007  $       22.80  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2007  $       67.34  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2007  $     115.50  
GURNETT, LYNN 2007  $     486.40  
HADAD, FRANK 2007  $       43.47  
HINES, DAVID 2007  $     209.76  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2007  $     248.63  
JOHNSON, MARK 2007  $       30.40  
LEE, JUSTIN 2007  $     250.80  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2007  $       38.00  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2007  $     228.00  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2007  $     456.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2007  $       98.04  
PIERSON, RON 2007  $       22.80  
PLOURDE, BILL 2007  $     314.43  
REED, MOLLY 2007  $       58.82  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2007  $     114.00  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2008  $       47.08  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2008  $       23.70  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2008  $       63.20  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2008  $     170.64  
FENOFF, PAM 2008  $     367.98  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2008  $     120.06  
GALLAGHER, JOHN 2008  $       33.50  
GURNETT, LYNN 2008  $     505.60  
HADAD, FRANK 2008  $       45.19  
HINES, DAVID 2008  $     218.04  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2008  $     229.89  
JOHNSON, MARK 2008  $       31.60  
LEE, JUSTIN 2008  $     260.70  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2008  $       79.00  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2008  $     381.73  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2008  $       39.50  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2008  $     209.82  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2008  $     237.00  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2008  $     474.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2008  $     101.91  
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PIERSON, RON 2008  $       23.70  
PLOURDE, BILL 2008  $     288.35  
RAIRDON, GARY 2008  $     118.50  
REED, MOLLY 2008  $       49.45  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2008  $     279.98  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2008  $     118.50  
STASIO, PAUL 2008  $     205.40  
STEAD, DONALD 2008  $       31.60  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2008  $     210.14  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2009  $       46.79  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2009  $       23.55  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2009  $       62.80  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2009  $     169.56  
FENOFF, PAM 2009  $     365.65  
FINK, WILLIAM W. 2009  $     106.01  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2009  $     191.54  
GURNETT, LYNN 2009  $     502.40  
HADAD, FRANK 2009  $       44.90  
HINES, DAVID 2009  $     216.66  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2009  $     228.43  
JOHNSON, MARK 2009  $       31.40  
LEE, JUSTIN 2009  $     259.05  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2009  $       78.50  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2009  $     379.31  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2009  $       39.25  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2009  $     208.50  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2009  $     235.50  
MONIER, TODD 2009  $     265.02  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2009  $     471.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2009  $     101.26  
PIERSON, RON 2009  $       23.55  
PLOURDE, BILL 2009  $     286.52  
RAIRDON, GARY 2009  $     117.75  
REED, MOLLY 2009  $       49.14  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2009  $     278.20  
SAWYER, PETER & CARIANNE 2009  $     146.64  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2009  $     117.75  
STASIO, PAUL 2009  $     204.10  
STEAD, DONALD 2009  $       31.40  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2009  $     208.81  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2010  $       32.33  
C.I.T. GROUP/EQUIPMENT 
FINANCING 
2010  $  2,522.80  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2010  $       16.28  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2010  $     165.68  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2010  $       43.40  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2010  $     117.18  
ELLIOTT, SEAN 2010  $       67.27  
FENOFF, PAM 2010  $     252.70  
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FORTIN, RICHARD 2010  $     219.82  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2010  $     132.37  
GURNETT, LYNN 2010  $     347.20  
HADAD, FRANK 2010  $       31.03  
HINES, DAVID 2010  $     149.73  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2010  $     157.87  
JOHNSON, MARK 2010  $       21.70  
LEE, JUSTIN 2010  $     179.03  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2010  $       54.25  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2010  $     262.14  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2010  $       27.13  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2010  $     144.09  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2010  $     162.75  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2010  $     325.50  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2010  $       69.98  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2010  $  3,211.01  
PIERSON, RON 2010  $       16.28  
RAIRDON, GARY 2010  $       81.38  
REED, MOLLY 2010  $       33.96  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2010  $     192.26  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2010  $       81.38  
SPRINT NEXTEL 2010  $             -  
STASIO, PAUL 2010  $     141.05  
STEAD, DONALD 2010  $       21.70  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2010  $     144.31  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2011  $       34.57  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2011  $       17.40  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2011  $     177.13  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2011  $       46.40  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2011  $     125.28  
FENOFF, PAM 2011  $     270.16  
FINK, WILLIAM W. 2011  $       78.32  
FORD, MARIE & WAYNE 2011  $     177.13  
FORTIN, RICHARD 2011  $             -  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2011  $     141.52  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2011  $     123.48  
GURNETT, LYNN 2011  $     371.20  
HADAD, FRANK 2011  $       33.18  
HINES, DAVID 2011  $     160.08  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2011  $     168.78  
JOHNSON, MARK 2011  $       23.20  
LEE, JUSTIN 2011  $     191.40  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2011  $       58.00  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2011  $     280.26  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2011  $       29.00  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2011  $     154.05  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2011  $     174.00  
MOODY, NELSON 2011  $       58.35  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2011  $     348.00  
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MOORCROFT, STEVE 2011  $       69.25  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2011  $       74.82  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2011  $  3,432.97  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2011  $13,753.42  
PIERSON, RON 2011  $      17.40  
PLOURDE, BILL 2011  $     211.70  
RAIRDON, GARY 2011  $       87.00  
REED, MOLLY 2011  $       36.31  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2011  $     205.55  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2011  $       87.00  
STASIO, PAUL 2011  $     150.80  
STEAD, DONALD 2011  $       23.20  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2011  $     154.28  
XEROX CORPORATION 2011  $             -  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2012  $       36.06  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2012  $       18.15  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2012  $     184.77  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2012  $       48.40  
DORE, GILLES 2012  $        6.05  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2012  $     130.68  
FENOFF, PAM 2012  $     281.81  
FORD, MARIE & WAYNE 2012  $     184.77  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2012  $     147.62  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2012  $     128.80  
GURNETT, LYNN 2012  $     387.20  
HADAD, FRANK 2012  $       34.61  
HINES, DAVID 2012  $     166.98  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2012  $     176.06  
JOHNSON, MARK 2012  $       24.20  
LEE, JUSTIN 2012  $     199.65  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2012  $       60.50  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2012  $     292.34  
LOON'S HAVEN FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND 
2012  $     181.50  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2012  $       30.25  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2012  $     160.69  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2012  $     181.50  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2012  $     363.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2012  $       78.05  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2012  $  3,580.95  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2012  $14,346.24  
PIERSON, RON 2012  $       18.15  
PLOURDE, BILL 2012  $     220.83  
REED, MOLLY 2012  $       37.87  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2012  $     214.41  
SHANNON, THOMAS 2012  $             -  
SMITH, LLOYD & AVIS 2012  $       90.75  
SPECIALTY WELDING 2012  $     473.11  
STASIO, PAUL 2012  $     157.30  
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STEAD, DONALD 2012  $       24.20  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2012  $     160.93  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2012  $       15.13  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2013  $       36.65  
BRAY'S BREWING CO. INC 2013  $     435.42  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2013  $       18.45  
COLEMAN, DOUG & MARYANN 2013  $             -  
DESFOSSES, PAUL & BECKY 2013  $             -  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2013  $     187.82  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2013  $       49.20  
DORE, GILLES 2013  $        6.15  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2013  $     132.84  
FENOFF, PAM 2013  $     286.47  
FOLK, LISA-KAY, THARPE, LORI ANN 2013  $     114.88  
FORD, MARIE & WAYNE 2013  $     187.82  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2013  $     150.06  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2013  $     130.93  
GURNETT, LYNN 2013  $     393.60  
HADAD, FRANK 2013  $       35.18  
HINES, DAVID 2013  $     169.74  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2013  $     178.97  
JOHNSON, MARK 2013  $       24.60  
LEE, JUSTIN 2013  $     202.95  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2013  $       61.50  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2013  $     297.17  
LOON'S HAVEN FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND 
2013  $     184.50  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2013  $       30.75  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2013  $     163.34  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2013  $     184.50  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2013  $     369.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2013  $       79.34  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2013  $  3,640.14  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2013  $14,583.37  
PIERSON, RON 2013  $       18.45  
PIKUL, JOHN 2013  $     169.49  
PLOURDE, BILL 2013  $     224.48  
REED, MOLLY 2013  $       38.50  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2013  $     217.96  
SMITH, DOUGLAS 2013  $       92.25  
STASIO, PAUL 2013  $     159.90  
STEAD, DONALD 2013  $       24.60  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2013  $     163.59  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2013  $       15.38  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2014  $       38.74  
BRAY'S BREWING CO. INC 2014  $     460.20  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2014  $       19.50  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2014  $     198.51  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2014  $       52.00  
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DORE, GILLES 2014  $        6.50  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2014  $     140.40  
FENOFF, PAM 2014  $     302.77  
FOLK, LISA-KAY, THARPE, LORI ANN 2014  $     121.42  
FORD, MARIE & WAYNE 2014  $     198.51  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2014  $     158.60  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2014  $     138.39  
GURNETT, LYNN 2014  $     416.00  
HADAD, FRANK 2014  $       37.18  
HINES, DAVID 2014  $     179.40  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2014  $     189.15  
JOHNSON, MARK 2014  $       26.00  
LEE, JUSTIN 2014  $     214.50  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2014  $       65.00  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2014  $     314.08  
LOON'S HAVEN FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND 
2014  $     195.00  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2014  $       32.50  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2014  $     172.64  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2014  $     195.00  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2014  $     390.00  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2014  $       83.85  
OLIVER, RICHARD 2014  $       29.25  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2014  $15,413.32  
PIERSON, RON 2014  $       19.50  
PIKUL, JOHN 2014  $     179.14  
PLOURDE, BILL 2014  $     237.25  
REED, MOLLY 2014  $       40.69  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2014  $     230.36  
SMITH, DOUGLAS 2014  $       97.50  
STASIO, PAUL 2014  $     169.00  
STEAD, DONALD 2014  $       26.00  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2014  $     172.90  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2014  $       16.25  
YOHO, TERRY & NANCY 2014  $     163.28  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2015  $       40.38  
BRAY'S BREWING CO. INC 2015  $     479.67  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2015  $       20.33  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2015  $     206.91  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2015  $       54.20  
DORE, GILLES 2015  $        6.78  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2015  $     146.34  
FENOFF, PAM 2015  $     315.58  
FOLK, LISA-KAY, THARPE, LORI ANN 2015  $     126.56  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2015  $     165.31  
GALLAGHER, JOHN 2015  $       15.58  
GOULET, STEVEN & NINA 2015  $     125.00  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2015  $     144.24  
GURNETT, LYNN 2015  $     433.60  
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HADAD, FRANK 2015  $       38.75  
HINES, DAVID 2015  $     186.99  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2015  $     197.15  
JOHNSON, MARK 2015  $       27.10  
KELLY, KEVIN & ANDREQ 2015  $     168.43  
KNOPE, WAYNE & DORI 2015  $       21.67  
LEE, JUSTIN 2015  $     223.58  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2015  $       67.75  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2015  $     327.37  
LOON'S HAVEN FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND 
2015  $     203.25  
MACDONALD, WILLIAM & ELAINE 2015  $     162.27  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2015  $       33.88  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2015  $     179.94  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2015  $     203.25  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2015  $     406.50  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2015  $       87.40  
OLIVER, RICHARD 2015  $       30.49  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2015  $16,065.42  
PIERSON, RON 2015  $       20.33  
PIKUL, JOHN 2015  $     186.72  
PLOURDE, BILL 2015  $     247.29  
RAYMOND, JOHN & LINDA 2015  $       22.02  
REED, MOLLY 2015  $       42.41  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2015  $     240.11  
SMITH, DOUGLAS 2015  $     101.63  
STASIO, PAUL 2015  $       58.27  
STEAD, DONALD 2015  $       27.10  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2015  $     180.22  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2015  $       16.94  
YOHO, TERRY & NANCY 2015  $     170.19  
AT&T MOBILITY 2016  $     199.69  
BLANCHARD, DALE 2016  $       40.38  
BRAY'S BREWING CO. INC 2016  $     479.67  
BROWNE,KEVIN & MARY-LOU 2016  $             -  
CAMPBELL, JACK 2016  $       20.33  
CRAIG, GEORGE T. JR 2016  $     118.16  
CURLEY, STEVE 2016  $     271.00  
DEVEAU, JOHN 2016  $     206.91  
DEVEAU, MARY & JOE 2016  $       54.20  
DORE, GILLES 2016  $        6.78  
DRESSER, REGINA & LEWIS 2016  $     146.34  
FENOFF, PAM 2016  $     315.58  
FOLK, LISA-KAY, THARPE, LORI ANN 2016  $     126.56  
GAGNE, DAVID & HOLLY 2016  $     561.21  
GALLAGHER, DIANE 2016  $       15.58  
GRAVES, WILFRED & ANN 2016  $     144.24  
GURNETT, LYNN 2016  $     433.60  
HADAD, FRANK 2016  $       38.75  
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HINES, DAVID 2016  $     186.99  
HURSTY, CATHERINE & PAUL 2016  $     197.15  
JOHNSON, MARK 2016  $       27.10  
KELLY, KEVIN & ANDREQ 2016  $     168.43  
KEY BANK NATIONAL ASSOC 2016  $       26.50  
LAVITA, DEBRA 2016  $     121.95  
LEE, JUSTIN 2016  $     223.58  
LEWIS, LYNNE & JUNE 2016  $       67.75  
LIBBY, SCOTT & KAREN 2016  $     327.37  
LOON'S HAVEN FAMILY 
CAMPGROUND 
2016  $     203.25  
MAIDMENT, FRED 2016  $       33.88  
MCINNIS, MARTY & KIM 2016  $     179.94  
MICHAUD, ANTHONY & 2016  $     203.25  
MOORCRAFT, STEVE 2016  $     406.50  
MUSAK LLC 2016  $       15.99  
O'CONNER, TIM & EILEEN 2016  $       87.40  
OLIVER, RICHARD 2016  $       30.49  
P & K SAND & GRAVEL INC 2016  $16,065.42  
PIERSON, RON 2016  $       20.33  
PIKUL, JOHN 2016  $     186.72  
PLOURDE, BILL 2016  $     247.29  
RAYMOND, JOHN & LINDA 2016  $       22.02  
RAYMOND, PAUL 2016  $       20.33  
REED, MOLLY 2016  $       42.41  
RUGER, DONALD JR 2016  $     240.11  
SEIGARS, DEBORAH 2016  $     158.54  
SMITH, DOUGLAS 2016  $     101.63  
STASIO, PAUL 2016  $       58.27  
STEAD, DONALD 2016  $       27.10  
STETSON, DAVID & ARLENE 2016  $       67.75  
STOP N SHOP INC 2016  $     545.12  
SUBWAY 2016  $     501.35  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2016  $     180.22  
SWEET, STEPHEN 2016  $       16.94  
TINKHAM, LAUREL R 2016  $       67.75  
YOHO, TERRY & NANCY 2016  $     170.19  
TOTAL OWED PERSONAL PROPERTY  
 
$163,675.99  
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Naples Vendor List 
     
Vndr Name  YTD Amount  
1386 A D Electric  394.20  
0287 A to Z Electric  8,730.02  
1707 Abatement Professionals 4,300.00  
0007 Admiral Fire & Safety, Inc 2,774.23  
0917 Aetna   390.00  
1365 Affordable RV Repair 325.00  
0011 AFLAC  1,326.51  
0927 Air & Water Quality Inc 223.00  
0013 Allen Uniforms, Inc 1,082.95  
1760 Allied Engineering 1,350.00  
0155 Almighty Waste  13,425.00  
1721 Alyson Randall  36.00  
0368 American Legion Post 155 400.00  
1509 Amy Whitten  35.00  
1753 Arrow International, Inc 636.78  
0508 Atlantic Partners EMS 1,306.00  
0553 Atlas PyroVision Entertainment Grp 8,141.00  
0023 Aubuchon Hardware 7,084.29 
0404 B & G Commercial Sweeping 4,312.50  
1746 Barbara Grandolfo 35.00  
1736 Barbi-Jo Lord  35.00  
0258 Becky Ribas  58.00  
1804 Becky Richard  35.00  
0778 Bergeron Protective Clothing 200.00  
0030 Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson 307.00  
0648 Blow Bros  3,325.97  
0971 Bonnie Mallon  325.00  
1578 Bosworth Electric, Inc. 1,446.71  
0038 Bound Tree Medical LLC 12,290.71  
1727 Brenda Leo  10.87  
1805 Brian C. Calileo  820.00  
1603 Brian Curtis Johnson 350.00  
0040 Bridgton Bottled Gas 256.47  
0042 Bridgton News  2,732.21  
0123 Bridgton Printery, Inc 1,061.82  
1781 Brindlee Mountain Fire App., LLC 195,000.00  
1120 BSN Sports  924.48  
1751 C. Pond 
Plowing  
1,219.50 
 
1733 Campbell Environmental Group 2,500.00  
1459 Caretake America, DCTA 8,393.68  
0049 Carolina Software 600.00  
1774 Casco Bay Design & Marketing 1,847.45  
1663 Casco Naples Congregate Meal Site 3,500.00  
0053 Casco Postmaster 235.00  
1531 Casco 
Recreation  
502.98 
 
0050 Casco/Naples Bulky Waste Facility 110,198.29  
0054 Casco/Naples Transfer Station 68,460.03  
1696 Cathy Gerrish  35.00  
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0058 Central Maine Power 32,503.52  
1789 Chad Brown  399.00  
0810 Chalmers Insurance Agency Inc 56,456.70  
0534 Channing Bete  427.87  
0227 Cheryl Harmon  234.00  
1759 Christopher Herrick 37.00  
1767 Cindy Towne-Jones 100.00  
1768 City of Westbrook 200.00  
0785 CLIA Laboratory Program 150.00  
1646 Collins Plumbing & Heating, Inc. 80.00  
1763 Corinne Murphy  35.00  
0065 CPRC Recycling  12,844.74  
1505 Crooked River Heating, LLC 145.00  
1368 Cross Excavation  7,687.04  
0073 Cumberland County Finance Office 25,756.50  
0074 Cumberland County Fire Chief's 50.00  
0127 Cumberland County Registry of Deeds 9,824.75  
0167 Cumberland County Treasurer 470,786.00  
0492 Current Publishing LLC 276.00  
1780 David 
Rochelleau  
50.00 
 
1053 DC Welding  4,180.00  
0080 Dead River Company 2,372.02  
1782 Deana Market  35.00  
1054 Dept of Environmental Protection 279.00  
1732 Details by Angie  185.00  
1546 DFPS, State Surplus Property 535.00  
0396 Diane Hanscom  63.12  
1286 Diane Kiriaji  70.00  
0268 Dodge Oil  10,684.52  
1776 Don White  20.00  
1752 Donald Pitt  30.00  
1808 Dorothy Tremblay 71.00  
1791 Douglas Banks  480.00  
0037 Douglas Bosworth 90.00  
0883 Downeast Energy-191388 225.00  
0882 Downeast Energy-216459 795.25  
0093 Downeast Energy-255316 134.95  
0092 Downeast Engraving 372.95  
1799 Duo-Safety Ladder Corporation 33.95  
1384 East Coast Service Center  4,728.21  
0198 EcoMaine  70,521.04  
0501 EJ Prescott, Inc  229.33  
1567 Eleanor J. Bosworth 117.00  
1724 Ellen White  64.00  
1742 Emedco  431.26  
1744 Emergency Responder Products 479.26  
1747 Emergency Services Marketing Corp 1,600.00  
0435 Eric Anderson  350.00  
0153 Eric Hanscom  1,392.91  
1280 Evergreen Electric 1,020.00  
1452 Fail Safe 
Testing  
3,232.20 
 
0097 Fair Point New England 5,434.66  
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1519 Field Electric 
LLC  
195.00 
 
0103 Fire Tech & Safety 2,048.86  
0841 First Bankcard  70,844.26  
1775 First Impressions Cleaning 300.00  
1668 Fitzgerald HVAC/R 100.10  
1785 Food City  45.12  
0107 Fred's Coffee Company 279.60  
1044 Freedom Fire Protection, Inc 960.00  
1599 Freedom Locksmith Services, LLC 1,203.00  
0108 Funtown Splashtown USA 1,714.00  
1801 G&K Motors, 
Inc  
300.00 
 
1036 Gary Bennett  40.00  
0110 Gazebo Tees  465.00  
1788 Gerrish Global Industries LLC 825.00  
1438 Good Shepard Food Bank 1,500.00  
0114 Great Northern Docks, Inc 4,919.27  
0115 Greater Bridgton Lakes Region 500.00  
1564 Greater Portland Council of Governm 3,872.00  
1034 Group Dynamic  1,294.50  
0522 Hamilton Marine Portland 285.58  
0232 Hancock 
Lumber  
1,747.17 
 
0614 Hannaford Food & Drug #0167 100.00  
1529 Harriet Condon  66.92  
1652 Harris Computer Systems 10,453.33  
1684 Hartford Communications 24,454.25  
0365 Harvard Pilgrim  32,788.10  
0440 Harvest Hill Animal Shelter, Inc 3,872.00  
0218 Harvey Price, Jr  473.44  
1539 Heidi Hall  35.00  
1653 Helen Porter  525.00  
0336 Helen Porter   545.00  
1731 Helen Taylor  45.00  
1729 Holly Jilek  90.00  
0515 Home Health Visiting Nurses 4,100.00  
0836 Horizons Unlimited LLC 48.00  
0332 Hostway Corporation 182.35  
1413 Hughes Air Conditioning 292.50  
0166 Hygrade Business Group 4,329.96  
1765 Identity Group  121.50  
0779 Industrial Protection Services, LLC 2,822.20  
1350 InforME  6.00  
1175 Internal Revenue Services 143,679.37  
0900 Interstate Batteries of Maine 116.91  
0775 J & M Property Services 1,650.00  
1739 J.P. Routhier & Sons Recycling Corp 3,080.00  
1485 Jacquie Frye  77.06  
1714 Jada Harris  36.00  
1743 James Lavertu  195.00  
1720 James Penza  36.00  
0228 Janice Barter  117.00  
1619 Jason Fitzgerald  100.10  
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1471 Jason Manchester 70.00  
1773 Jason Pond  200.00  
1525 Jay J. Ingersoll  4,574.65  
1274 Jenn Scott  35.00  
1716 Jennifer Ledbetter 36.00  
1793 Jennifer Manzo  35.00  
1798 Jennifer Scott  35.00  
1794 Jennifer Seal  35.00  
1624 Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry 20,933.49  
1462 Jessica Jackson  1,025.52  
1764 Jim Ferrante  35.00  
1734 Jim Joseph  350.00  
0294 John E O'Donnell & Associates, Inc 18,700.00  
1757 John Spearrin  37.00  
1656 Jones & Bartlett Learning, LLC 368.25  
1580 Justin Garron  2,400.00  
1150 K & E Designs  250.00  
1725 Kathleen Wilcox  36.00  
1704 Katie Leary-
Allen  
35.00 
 
1771 Kelly McGowen  35.00  
1203 Kevin Kendall, M.D. 2,500.00  
0640 Key Bank  155,982.34  
1761 Kim Sargent  35.00  
1075 Kimberly Thomson 18.40  
1532 Kristy Eyles  295.00  
1576 Lake Region Auto Supply 1,548.82  
0889 Lake Region Security 1,195.00  
0703 Lake Region Senior Service, Inc 300.00  
0140 Lake Region TV, Inc 16,500.00  
1470 Lake Region Youth Soccer 245.00  
0177 Lakes Environmental Association 6,500.00  
1740 Lakeview Homeowners Assc 35.00  
1810 Lance Croteau  35.00  
1276 Laura Baldwin  35.00  
1778 Lauren Williams  40.00  
1538 Laurie Boos  36.00  
1355 Leanne Boody  100.00  
1758 Lee Gerrish  22.00  
1633 LH Housing, 
LLC  
414.00 
 
0923 LHS Associates Inc 200.00  
1795 Life Safety Specialists, Inc 1,000.00  
1787 Lifesaving Resources, LLC 470.00  
1359 Linda Stearns  117.00  
1489 Log Me In  250.00  
1220 Lola Lee Dillingham 250.00  
1741 Lonny Girard  20.00  
1783 Lynn Card Company 104.95  
1467 Maine Bldg. Officials & Inspectors  90.00  
1802 Maine Dept of Environmental Protect 148.00  
0239 Maine Fire Protection Service 1,426.70  
0893 Maine Hosting Solutions 219.45  
1770 Maine Information Network 12.00  
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0662 Maine Label & Printing LLC 603.75  
0120 Maine Municipal Association 25,697.30  
0602 Maine Radio, 
Inc  
583.69 
 
0901 Maine Recreation & Park Association 45.00  
1450 Maine Recreation & Parks Assn 4,356.00  
1099 Maine Revenue Services 518.77  
1407 Maine Revenue Services 19,660.34  
1412 Maine Scale 
LLC  
525.00 
 
1738 Maine State Museum 25.00  
0226 Maine Street Graphics 2,497.25  
1748 Maine Tourism Assn 220.00  
0469 Maine Wildlife Park 119.00  
1372 Margot Miller  45.00  
1712 Maria Desmond  36.00  
1325 Maria Valeriani   35.00  
0521 Mark Scribner  975.53  
0208 Marks Printing House 80.00  
0273 Marston's Tree Service, Inc 12,000.00  
1211 Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc 1,729.03  
1590 Matthew Langadas 60.00  
1749 Maureen 
Petone  
100.00 
 
0391 MBOIA  50.00  
0161 Medical Reimbursement Services, Inc 11,780.11  
1632 Med-Tech Resource, LLC 297.01  
1279 Melanie Putnam  35.00  
1381 Merriconeag Waldorf School 350.00  
0265 MFCA  259.00  
1769 Michael Balzano  31.11  
1730 Midge Proctor  90.00  
0655 Minuteman Trucks, Inc 45.98  
0117 MMTCTA  75.00  
1689 Modern Pest Services, Inc 1,680.00  
0352 Moose Landing Marina 75.00  
1779 Mortgage Service Center 53.39  
1642 Morton Salt, 
Inc.  
27,207.00 
 
1333 MPX   3,595.00  
0241 MTCCA  75.00  
0302 MTCMA  150.00  
0579 Muddy River Signs 4,770.00  
0491 Muddy River Sno-Seekers 2,500.00  
1016 Nancy Hanson  748.00  
0340 Naples Baseball/Softball League 3,500.00  
0960 Naples Marina   177.97  
0434 Naples Public Library 74,000.00  
0187 Naples Small Engines 4,536.45  
1616 Nealco Construction 4,060.00  
1562 New England Assn of Fire Chiefs 25.00  
1687 New England Communications 5,457.94  
1800 New England Diesel and Automotive  3,465.80  
1570 New England Electric 650.00  
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1796 New England Rod & Restoration 2,000.00  
1803 Nicholas Santy  225.00  
1809 Nicole Allen  35.00  
0609 Norris, Inc  3,744.00  
1601 North East Mobile Health Services 160.00  
0920 Northern Industrial Sales, LLC 693.92  
0318 Norway Savings Bank 104,965.75  
0188 Occupational Health & 1,674.00  
0590 Opportunity Alliance 5,000.00  
0193 P & K Sand & Gravel, Inc 250,137.30  
1719 Pamela Pearson  36.00  
0244 Paris Farmers Union 978.83  
1754 Paris Fire Department 100.00  
1345 Pat Welsh  35.00  
1797 Patty Bennet  35.00  
1722 Paul St.John  36.00  
0168 Pauline Webb  5,305.00  
1163 PDQ Door  358.96  
0335 Pennell Worcester 200.00  
1225 People's United Bank 147,388.61  
1604 Pierce Towing  70.00  
0191 Pine Tree 
Waste  
88,990.88 
 
0172 Pitney Bowes  9,374.41  
0727 Pitstop Fuels  1,676.68  
0136 Poland Spring  328.14  
0800 Polly Slade-McCurley 90.00  
0135 Pomerleau Plumbing 2,383.97  
1252 Portland Glass  219.89  
1667 Portland Paper Products 1,224.20  
0144 Principal Life Group, Grand Island 9,088.85  
1726 Productivity 
Plus  
2,991.81 
 
1464 Rachel Legere  142.25  
1756 Ready Refresh  698.72  
0461 Regional Transportation Program Inc 8,442.00  
0536 Reinhard Excavation, Inc 11,875.00  
0132 Reliance Equipment 12,196.73  
0298 RG Johnson Company 172.50  
0236 RHR Smith & Company 19,575.00  
0728 RN Crafts, Inc  79.95  
1777 Robert White  40.00  
1307 Roland Letellier  150.00  
1063 RollNRack, LLC  198.00  
1557 Ronald Roberts  773.00  
0911 Royal Technology Management LLC 70.00  
0149 SAD # 61  5,549,798.48  
1750 Samuel Smith  270.00  
1806 SCBA Sales & Rentals LLC 11,272.00  
1745 Scott Matatall  100.00  
0301 Sebago Lakes Region Chamber of 325.00  
0540 Secretary of State 50.00  
1766 Sharon Benson  35.00  
1755 Shawn Johnson  91.50  
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1717 Shawn Madsen  46.00  
1737 Shiho Burnham  45.00  
1807 Shirley McConkey 35.00  
1492 Skelton, Taintor & Abbott 15,808.26  
1735 Songo Shores Association 35.00  
0936 Sonicwall  445.00  
0339 Southern Maine Agency on Aging 1,500.00  
0186 Staples Credit Plan 4,463.32  
1445 Starr McLean  950.00  
1535 State of Maine Harbormasters Assn 525.00  
1212 Steve Charon  250.00  
0904 Suburban Propane 1,103.60  
1784 Suburban Propane 6,342.64  
1772 Sue Casello  85.00  
1706 Sumerian Irrigation 596.10  
1683 Superior Image Embroidery Inc 277.42  
1792 Susan Russian  35.00  
0922 SymQuest 
Group  
1,969.51 
0280 Telrite Communications 478.31  
1323 Terry Swett   250.00  
0826 The 
Dunnemans  
150.00 
 
1364 Three Rivers Whitewater 4,220.19  
0005 Time Warner Cable 7,197.97  
1083 Todd  Flagg  13,800.00  
1503 Tony and Bonny Mallon 40.00  
0156 Tony's 
Foodland  
813.62 
 
0169 Town of Casco  256,862.16  
1160 Town of Denmark 4,000.00  
0652 Town of Scarborough 35.00  
0843 Town of Windham-Rescue 80.00  
0148 Treasurer State of Maine 322.30  
0938 Treasurer State of Miane 28,602.50  
0204 Treasurer, State of Maine 1,174.00  
0423 Treasurer, State of Maine 306.00  
0152 Treasurer, State of Maine 301.50  
1552 Treasurer, State of Maine 300.00  
0129 Treasurer, State of Maine 228,013.12  
0199 Treasurer, State of Maine 7,420.00  
1146 Treasurer, State of Maine 345.20  
1762 Treasurer, State of Maine 115,300.00  
0267 Treasurer, State of Maine 176.00  
0176 Treasurer, State of Maine 44,480.70  
0438 Treasurer, State of Maine 130.00  
0240 True Value Hardware 535.60  
1446 Tux Burke  200.00  
1537 U.S. Postal Service 274.00  
0192 Unifirst Corporation 3,212.98  
0705 United Ambulance 785.00  
0170 US Bank Corporate Trust Boston 50,480.79  
1790 VA  50.00  
0145 Vantage Point Trans Agents 16,966.20  
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0921 Verizon 
Wireless  
4,817.68 
 
1786 Victoria 
Fortham  
35.00 
 
0857 VNA Home Health & Hospice 500.00  
0570 Walmart  484.00  
0432 WAM-Alarm System 180.00  
0669 WB Mason Co Inc 2,473.11  
0151 Wells Fargo Financial Leasing 1,837.08  
0122 White Sign  2,107.33  
1491 Whiteley Electric Inc 653.30  
1096 Woodbrey Consulting 975.49 
1488 Zoll Customer Support Dept 3,864.50 
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TOWN MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Over the last year the employees and volunteers of the Town of Naples have worked on many 
significant projects to help improve the community in which we live and work. I would personally 
like to thank our elected board members and employees for their continued dedication to the town. 
Without their hard work none of the town’s achievements would be possible.  
 
The Town of Naples continues to invest in its buildings and infrastructure through capital reserves, 
grants and volunteer work. Improvements have been made to all our buildings and facilities ranging 
from the town office playground to the central fire station. Many of these projects were completed 
with donated time by volunteers and office staff.   
 
In 2015, approval was granted at the annual town meeting to purchase a vacant Maine Department of 
Transportation facility at 206 Casco Road (Route 11). Situated on a two acre lot with two separate 
buildings, this facility was brought online by the town’s maintenance person and countless volunteer 
hours as our first maintenance building. All of the town’s maintenance equipment, vehicles and other 
items once spread out in basements, attics, and sheds of other town buildings are now consolidated 
into one facility. Our fire department is also able to house two fire pumpers in the building, reducing 
response times in that area of town. As a new fire substation we encourage residents to contact their 
homeowner’s insurance providers as discounts may now be available for proximity to this building. 
 
On June 8th at 7pm, the 2016 Annual Town Meeting will take place in the Naples Town Office Gym. 
New items that are on the warrant include two fire department ordinances that require fire alarms and 
key boxes on new commercial buildings over 2,000 sq. ft. and multi-family units, authorization for 
the Selectboard to sell to surplus municipal properties on State Park and Perley Roads, and an article 
to allow the Selectboard to continue our shared transfer station and bulky waste facility with Casco. 
Several other capital projects are also on the warrant including funding for a new ambulance and an 
overhaul of the fire department’s tanker truck.   
 
I would encourage all citizens to take the time to visit the Town’s website at www.townofnaples.org 
and find us on Facebook for news updates. Specific information on this year’s municipal budget and 
town meeting is available on the website in addition to agendas and video archive minutes from the 
meetings of our committees and boards. If anyone has questions on town business, please feel free to 
contact me directly at the Naples Town Office at (207) 693-6364, or stop into my office during 
business hours. I can also be reached via e-mail at eparaschak@townofnaples.org. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Ephrem Paraschak  
Town Manager 
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BOARD OF SELECTPERSON’S REPORT 
 
To the Residents and Taxpayers of the Town of Naples,  
 
It has been another great year for your Selectboard in the Town this fiscal year ending 2016.  Our lovely town is 
growing with increased population and an increase in new businesses wanting to set up shop in Naples.  This is great 
for the health of our community as we continue to grow and prosper.  With the mild winter and  health of our Town we 
will be able to purchase a new replacement ambulance and replacement tank for one of our fire apparatuses without 
borrowing any money, and will still see a mill rate reduction this next year. 
 
We would like to thank all of our staff and committees for all of their hard work that they have put forth this past year 
for the taxpayers, and will look forward to their continuing commitment to striving to do their best moving forward.  
Our town manager is now working on his third year being employed, and is constantly looking out for our best interest 
as a Town.  He has updated many old policies and continues to work with the various committees to update many 
more that are out dated.  
 
Your Selectboard continues to work hard on all taxpayers behalf as we put your interest first.  There is still much work 
to do to help us move forward in the coming years as there are challenges around every corner.  We will continue to 
meet these issues and move forward for what is best for all to enjoy.  We hope you all enjoy the 2016 summer 
months and remember we are here to work for you, so if at any time you have a question or concern please feel free 
to email us or stop by one of our biweekly meetings to express your thoughts or concerns as our doors are always 
open. 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
Bob Caron II, Chair 
Kevin Rodgers 
Dana Watson 
Christine Powers 
Rich Cebra 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER’S REPORT 
2016 
 
 
 
Wow, where does the time fly? It seems like yesterday that I decided to work for the Town 
of Naples as your Code Enforcement Officer, and this will be my 4th year.  I meet so many 
great residents, contractors, realtors and business owners every week and I encourage 
anyone with questions to call or stop into our office to see how we can help move your 
project forward. 
 
The Town of Naples is growing and our Ordinance Review Committee, Planning Board 
and Board of Selectpersons continue to look at our future needs through zoning changes.  
There is not a person that has come into my office that has not loved Naples and what it 
has to offer as the jewel of the lakes region.  
 
In FY 2015 – 2016 there were 171 building permits issued, and there were 64 plumbing 
permits issued. 
 
Naples is uniquely beautiful, thank you for sharing it with me. Stop in or call, my door is 
always open. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Renee’ Carter 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Local Plumbing Inspector 
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Annual Report 2015-16 
It is the mission of the Naples Recreation Department to create recreational opportunities 
for growth and enhancement by developing diverse services and programs that promote citizen 
involvement and a strong sense of community while striving to increase the social, cultural, and 
physical well-being of its residents and visitors of all ages. 
 We had another great year in the Recreation Department.  One of the biggest highlights 
was the addition of staff at Kent’s Landing.  The staff we able to catch two confirmed incidents 
of milfoil along with making sure that the citizens had a great experience at the Town Beach.  
With staffing this facility, we were also able to loan out kayaks to residents at no charge so that 
they can enjoy paddling around Long Lake.  We are also looking to expand the activities at the 
Town Beach by having four movie nights.  The tentitive dates for those movies are July 1st, July 
15th, August 5th and August 26th.  Along with these additions we continued to run our long 
standing programs.  Which are youth football, youth basketball, youth soccer, summer camp, 
swim lessons, senior trips, aerobics and a variety of special events. 
All of the programs that we have could not and would not be possible without the work 
of great volunteers, and I want to say “THANK YOU” for all of your hard work and dedication. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Harvey R Price Jr. 
Recreation Director  
 
Summer Camp Counselor Samantha Dole enjoying some pie after lunch!!! 
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Naples Fire Rescue Department 
2016 
The year 2015 was busy for the department, not only for calls but for apparatus and building upgrades, 
departmental and regional training events, and community events as well. The department responded to a 
total of 785 fire and EMS calls, an increase of 80 calls from the previous year.  
 
 
 
Fire Apparatus upgrades:  
 
 
 
The 2008 Rosenbauer engine pictured above was purchased used from a dealer in Colorado and will 
function in various roles within the department responding to motor vehicle accidents, woodland fires and 
water and ice rescues, this engine improves the departments capabilities and replaces Engine 3, a  
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1992 International pumper. The department also purchased a retired engine from another department to 
serve as a back-up engine for anticipated work scheduled for the primary fire apparatus.  
 
Building upgrades: The department had the opportunity to place apparatus in the former Department of 
Transportation building at 206 Casco Road. This building will have a mixed used for the town providing a 
storage and maintenance facility for roads and ground maintenance as well as a much needed storage for 
fire apparatus. The department will be storing Engine 2 and Engine 3 in the building with the expectation 
that it will greatly reduce the response time for calls in that area of response. Department personnel 
completed several projects at central station painting and remodeling the training room, stripping and 
painting the apparatus bay floors and walls and remodeling of the EMS supply room.  
 
Naples hosted two regional course this year with area departments participating in training in Emergency 
Vehicle Operation and Pumps and Low Angle Ropes Rescue, personnel from Sebago, Casco and Windham 
attended these courses. Several department members completed training throughout the year: Kristy Eyles 
completed Emergency Medical Technician certification, EMT Danielle Small completed her Fire Fighter I 
& II certification and Deputy Chief Scribner and FF/EMT Daniel Hillier completed Ice Water Rescue 
Technician.  
 
The fire department was awarded the Heart Safe Community award from Maine Health. This award serves 
as a recognition program to recognize departments who have improved their community’s awareness and 
prevention of cardiovascular disease. This award is reevaluated every 2 years.  
 
The department looks forward to upholding the tradition of provide outstanding emergency medical 
services for the Town of Naples.  
 
Thank you to everyone for their support!!  
 
Chief Chris Pond  
Naples Fire Chief 
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                                                              Marine Safety 
 
 
        The 2015 season was a very safe year for Naples Marine Safety as there were no 
major injuries or accidents reported. With the increase in boat traffic the last few years 
makes this a very pleasant statistic. Since the completion of the causeway we have 
witnessed a major amount of boat traffic as Naples is now a destination. Groups of 
boats “rafting” together has increased and boat parking at the causeway is at a 
premium. All these issues help the Naples businesses but also have increased our calls 
and noise complaints etc. Patience and education hopefully will help minimize these 
problems. 
      The year also saw us getting a grant from BoatUS. We were awarded with a “loan a 
life jacket” package. We have life jackets of all sizes that are available, at no cost, at 
the town boat ramp. These are on the honor system, for use by anyone needing a 
jacket of different sizes or extra jackets for guests etc. 
      With the construction of the Rte. 114 bridge due in 2016, we will have to work with 
MDOT and residents of Sebago Cove to handle any disruption of boating between 
Muddy River and Sebago. 
    I would like to thank the following for their support and help each and every year. 
The staff at Town Hall, Naples Fire Dept., Wardens Service, Cumberland County 
Sheriff’s Dept., all the local marinas and businesses along the causeway, the residents 
of Naples and lastly, our dedicated group of volunteers who give up family time to help 
make our waters safe. 
 
Bill Callahan 
Harbor Master  
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Planning Board 
Year Ended 6/30/16 
 
During the year ended 6/30/16, the Board saw not only an increase in applications but 
also an increase in potential future applications which may or may not materialize. 
We started off the year with some minor site plan review applications.  We approved a 
storage building for Alternative Heat Source, a deck for The Galley restaurant, and a 
shed for the Chinese takeout on the causeway with the requirement that the shed blend 
in with the existing building.  We also approved the change of use of an existing welding 
shop to a boat repair facility. 
 
We approved two marine projects.  A boat storage building behind Family Dollar and 
Aubuchon Hardware required the installation of stormwater control measures.  The 
other project was a second story on the Causeway Marina building.  This was allowed 
as a functionally water dependent use. 
 
Two other projects received Board approval.  We approved a 9,000 square foot retail 
center on Route 302 which the developer feels will address the lack of available retail 
space in Naples.  We also approved an addition to the Loon Haven Campground Store. 
In other business, we approved two minor subdivisions and voided one previously 
approved subdivision at the request of the owner.  To date we have approved plans for 
the Maine Blues Festival and the Naples 5K Race. 
 
We held three Public Hearings to date. We recommended approval of changes to the 
Zoning Ordinance to allow light industrial uses and to the Definitional Ordinance.  We 
recommended that the Selectboard reject the zoning change to the Marston property 
because of errors in the property description. 
 
In order to make the application process more user friendly, we prepared a list of 
Planning Board Policies that applicants would see before they came to the Board. 
On upcoming agendas are applications for two more boat storage building behind 
Family Dollar and Aubuchon, a maintenance garage and staging area for Moose 
Landing set behind the Shoreland Zone, a charity walk for Classic Paws, a revision to a 
previous approved subdivision, and public hearings on two new ordinances. 
 
Larry Anton,  
Chairman 
April 7, 2016 
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Town of Naples, Town Hall 
15 Village Green Lane 
PO Box 1757 
Naples, ME 04055 
Dear Naples Residents and visitors to Naples throughout the seasons, 
Naples Public Library welcomes you lo enjoy our beautiful facility located in the heart of 
Naples Village. Established in 1907, we believe the founders would be proud of the excellent 
services and broad opportunities available to our greater community today, and for future 
ventures that every lib rary strives toward. We invite you to visit and see the infinrte possibilities 
afforded to people of all ages. 
Everyone is welcome, we would love to have you. Patrons are eligible lo borrow from 
our collection of over 40,000 print, auctio, visual, perioctic anct electronic media. NPL shares in 
the Maine State Library system, providing Interlibrary Loans, overdrive E-Book registration (on 
your own device, or a preloaded NPL e-reader that you may borrow), Learning Express, 
Ancestry, and many extensive MARVEL databases, to name a few. Modern digital learning and 
literacy opportunities are unlimited. Public access computers and our extensive wi-fi furnish 
visitors with easy connectivity to friends and family, employment opportunity, personal and 
educational projects, on-line learning and research . We are pleased to offer seamless printing, 
scanning, and faxing services to finalize any paper or paperless project you need. 
Please join our 2016 Summer Reading Program themed "Exercise Your Miner, which 
offers a broad palette of activities tailored toward living well and nourishing our bodies and 
minds. Kate Johnstorn, Youth Librarian, always plans rewarding projects and presentations for 
our young readers and families. Regina Tremblay, Library Assistant, encourages you to join our 
Summer Series •Lef s Talk About It", presented in conjunction with Gasco Public Library and 
generously granted by the Maine Humanities Council, or consider joining our NPL Book Group. 
Watch for our Summer Author Series, scheduled to run throughout the warmer days of our year. 
All of our programming details may be found on our websrte, local media, and within the library. 
We thank you, Naples and beyond, for contributing to our community at large, be rt our 
schools, our lakes and environmental well being, our Maine industries, our creativity and 
prosperity, and every opportunity for us lo support one another in keeping our small haven a 
bright corner in this lovely state of Maine. 
Naples Public Library Mission 
To encourage everyorne in the pursuit of 
reading enjoyment, social & community exchange, and lifelong learning. 
To provide access lo facts, knowledge and ideas, 
by providing books, tapes, periodicals, the internet and special programs. 
To support every individual's freedom 
to read, to learn, and to experience the joy of discovery. 
www nap!~s ljh me us 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dani Longley 
Director, Naples Public Library 
940 Roosevelt Trail ' PO Box 1717, Naples, ME 04055 T (207) 693-6841 F (207) 693-7098 
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Cumberland County Sheriff ' s Office 
Town of Naples - Calls for Service 
Nature ot Incident 
(Not Defined} 
91! Cell Hang Up 
911 Hang Up 
911 Misdial 
ADandone<i Vehicle 
Accident, Fatal 
Accident w/ Property Damage 
Accident, w/ Personal Injury 
Agency Assistance 
Alarm 
Alcohol Offense 
Animal E.uthanize 
Animal Problem 
Assault - Simple 
Attempt to Locate 
B<\11 Check 
Burglary 
Canine callout 
Concealed f irearma Request 
Chase in Progress 
Child ADuse or Neglect 
Citizen Assist 
Citizen Dispute 
Community Policing 
Court Service 
Crllllinal Mischief 
Criminal Trespass 
Custodial Interference 
~ath Unattended/ Attended 
Debns in Road 
Message Delivery 
Depri vinq Owner of Vehicle 
Disabled Vehicle 
Disorderly Conduct 
Disturbance 
Domestic Violence 
Domestic Assault 
Domestic Verbal Argument 
Controlle<i Substance Problem 
Evidence Technician Work Order 
Equipment Problem 
Escort 
ESU Callout 
fight in Progress 
fireworJrs 
fi'ound Property 
fi'raud 
Harassment 
Information Report 
Tor.al Incidents 
l 
114 
21 
20 
5 
l 
80 
25 
58 
152 
2 
2 
13 
6 
128 
5 
21 
17 
13 
l 
2 
116 
7 
3 
8 
17 
17 
;; 
4 
l 
2 
l 
25 
l 
47 
2 
4 
17 
16 
4 
l 
8 
3 
3 
6 
6 
24 
14 
13 
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Christine B. Powers 
280 Thon,psons Point lood 
Naples. ME 0405~ 
Cell Phone: (:?07) 31&-251 l 
t 'hnst1nc. Pov.~rsf~legisli.1turc..Lootne.$,OV 
Dear Naples Residents, 
H OUSE OF R EPRESENTATIVES 
2 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0002 
(207)287-1400 
TTY: (207) 287-4469 
lt is an honor to continue serving as your State Representative. I am worklttg hard co retaio your trust and 
build upon the work I've done over the past three years. 
This year the Legislature' s agenda has been litnited mostly to eroergency legislation and bills carried over 
from 2015. We are scbeduled to adjoun) by the end of April. 
Ooe very important issue \Ve arc v.•orking on is the heroin cpidernic. Stopping this crisis is a top priority. 
\\'e already passed one bill that boosts tl'eaanent, prevention and enforcement, but \\'e arc stjil looking at 
bills that go iJllO greater detail in each of those areas. Key to lhc process is e1nploying the smarte~ 
n1et1tods to stop tratttc-kcrs \Vh1lc doing a better job helping addi::ts recover and rejoin society. 
I am happy to report that the Legislature passed my bi.II to rename che Naples Bay Bridge after the late 
Robert Neault, \vho gave so tnuch of his tinte to our to'"vn and \V3S instrumental in the rcvitaliz.ation of the 
cause\vay. l\fany people asked ine to submit this bill, and l'm so bappy that our community is able to 
honor his \\'Ork and his memory in this manner. 
Just as in previous years, I am continuing to serve as a n1ernber of the Transportation Conunittee. l ant 
v.•orking closely \Vith my colleagues to push for a 1nore agg.ressi\•e· app-oach to repairing or replacing old 
roads, bridges and other pieces of infrastructure that are most in need. Restoring our commiunent to 
infrastn1cture is good for road safety. people's 'vallets and Maire' s econo1ny. 
Other issues \\'e are '''orking on arc finding 'vays lO increase hiring, support seniors, take care of veterans, 
keep dO\vn energy and he.ati1)_g costs. inJprove schools and prote;t property ta.xpayers. 
No n1atter the topic, I continue to work with all of n1y colleagues, regardless of party affiliation, to ntake 
sure ,,,.e're doillS the best '"vork v.•e can for the people of our district and all cbe peop1e of Maine . 
Please contacl roe if 1 can be of any help or if you ''<ant to dis.cuss or testif): on any legislation. J\1y c1nail 
is powerscl>@gmail.com. My cellphone is 207-318-251 1 for vo.ce or text message. 
Respectfully, 
Christ ine. Pcv.•ers 
State Representative 
District 68 Baldwin. Cornish, Naples, Parsonsllcld (part) amt Sebago 
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ANGUS S. KJNG, JR • 
........ , 
Iii .. ...,, 9<....,'Yl.'.<l!•u luu.o.t• 
''°"'m~ 
~+If - - ·r ... s..o1 .. .-
!Xu Friends of Napla: 
l1nitcd States ~cnatr 
WASHtNGTON, 0C 70510 
11 has bttn i poY1lcgc to''"'' the Sate o( ~I.amt s1net": bttng ,...'Oa\ mto the U.S.. Senate.. 
WOGtT 
Mudi of my Wnc &n \X'a.~hng1on dlis past year has bcco devoted to the Senate .;:\mK-""1 Scl'\J1CCJ \...ommince 
and cht- Scl«:t Commince on. Intelligence. PrQtedJng ot.tr honleland and thic people of ~t1unc frosn 1euorism 
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SUSAN M . COLLINS 
·-
.. ,, O,,l(!f1t$E.1141.'lf CfflC£ kllOl'OG' 
""'~l!tqlQll l)C * IO-IMl 
!JCQlUl.au 
1u:.m.:i:it1::u''''o 
Dear Friends: 
<Janittd ~tatrs ~rnotr 
WASHINGTON, DC 2051~1904 
oowwm;:s: 
SITIWlt Cllfr/'Mlttf 
CfJ~"IO • 
....... 
N'l'llM,,lo\~5 
lllATlt- t CUl:Atl(lll 
~~~C"'8 
Q:lEPCOW\.lllTlf 
OlfwmllG" U 
his an honor to represent Maine in dte United States Senate. l an1 gratoful for the trust the peop1e of our State have 
placed in me and \\1elco1ne dlis opportuni()r to share some key accomplishments from 2015. 
Gro"•ing the economy by enc:ouragingjob creation \VllS and reniai11s my top priority. TI1e tax.relief bill signed into 
Jaw at t'he close of last year contains three key provisions r aulhored to hel_p i-osrer job creation and provide small 
businesses with the certainty they need to in\'CSt., grow, and, most important, hire new workers. Another provision I 
authored that became law last year gives a boost to both Maine's econorny and traffic safety. This provision permanently 
changed the fcdcraJ (a\\' that previously bad forced the heaviest (rocks (Into QUI" couot.ry roads and do\VJltO\VJl streets, rather 
than allo ... ving rhcm to use Maioc~s tCderal lnterstaces. In addition, I was glad to help secure another significant award for 
die University of Maine's docpv.·111:er offshore \Vind iniLiative, which has the potential to advance an emerging industry and 
create thousands of good jobs i.n our smte. 
Maine's historic contributions to our nation's defense must oontinuo. In 20 LS. I secured funding coward a 1nuch-
necded additional Navy destroyer, likely to be built at Bath Iron Works. Modcmization projects at the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyllr\l !liat J have long advocated for were also completed, os were projr:cts for rheMaine National Guard. 
I \Vas also de.eply involved in crafting ilhc new education reform law lO better empower states and communitjes in 
seLti.ng ed uc.ational policy for their students. The (alA' a.I so ex.tends a program l co.authored that provides additionaJ 
a.-;sistance to rural scbools, \\>flich bas greatly benefitted our Stale. A $250 tax deduction I authored in 2002 for teachers 
'vho spend their O\vn ntooey on claSSroom supplies was also made pennanent last year. 
As a result of a scientific cva.luation of the nutritional value of potatoes required by a la\v that 1 \vrotc:. the whofe:Some 
freslt potato finally " '8.S included in dte federal \VIC nutrition program. J also worked on other is.sues impOrlllnt to 
Maine•s farmers and f!;r<>\Vtr.s, including research on \vild blueberries and pollinating bees. 
As Chairman of lhe Mousing Appropriations Subcomn1ittee, I have made combating: veterans• homelessness a 
priority. Th.is year's housi.ng funding hnv includes S60 .miUion for 8,000 ne\v supp0rtive housing vouchers for homeless 
veterans. Since this program began in 2008,, the number of ho1nc1css veterans. nationwide has dropped by one third. 
Maine has. received neatly 200 vouchers to support homeless veterans. 
1...ast year. l becaine Chainnan of the Senate Aging Committee. My cop three priorlties for the con1n1inee are 
rerJ~me-nt security, invesdng mor-e in biomcdic.aJ research. and fighting fraud and financial abuses targeting our nation's 
seniors. I .advocated for the S2 bilUon increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health to advance research on 
$UCh diseases as diabetes and Alzheimer's. The Senate also unanimously pass..ed my bill to support famify caregivers. 
The Aglng Committee's tolJ.frco hotline (1 ·855-303-9470) makes it easier for senior citizens to report suspected froud 
and receive assistance and has already rcc:eived more than I ,000 calls. 
A Maine value that ahvays guides me is ou.r unsurpassed v.•ork ethic. As 201 S coded, I cast my 6.012oc1 consecutive 
vote. continuing 1ny record of never n1iss\ng a roll.call vote since my Senate service began ln 1997. 
J appreciate lhc opportunh:y to serve Naples and Maine in the United States Senate. lf ever (can be of assistance to 
you, please contact my Portland Office. 207-780-3575, or visit 1ny .,vebsite at \.\'\it'w.eoUins.senatt?t.gov. fvtay 2016 be· a 
good year for you. your fiunily. your community, and our state. 
5;l,.roly, 
I ( o4.Q(-.,, '-fl(_• 
Susan M. Collins 
United States Senator 
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We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate 
to provide a basis for our audit opinions. 
Opinions 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activities, each 
major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Naples as of 
June 30, 2015, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applicable, 
cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Other Matters 
Required Supplementary Information 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require 
that the management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison inforn1ation 
on pages 4 through 11 and 42 be presented to supplement the basic financial 
statements. Such inforn1ation, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is 
required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an 
essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an 
appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain 
limited procedures to the required supplementary infonnation in accordance with 
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted 
of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the infonnation and 
comparing the inforn1ation for consistency with management's responses to our 
inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our 
audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any 
assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with 
sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
Other Information 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial 
statements that collectively comprise the Town of Naples's basic financial statements. 
The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements are presented for 
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial 
statements. 
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REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
JUNE 30, 2015 
(UNAUDITED) 
The following managemenfs discussion and analysis of the Town of Naples 
financial perfonnance provides an overview of the Town's financial activities for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. Please read it in conjunction with the Town's financial 
statements. 
Financial Statement Overview 
The Town of Naples basic financial statements include the following components: 
1) government-wide financial statements, 2) fund financial statements, and 3) notes to 
the financial statements. This report also includes required supplementary information 
which consists of the general fund budgetary comparison schedule, and other 
supplementary information which includes combining and other schedules. 
Basic Financial Statements 
The basic financial statements include financial infom1ation in two differing views: 
the government-wide financial statements and the fund financial statements. These 
basic financial statements also include the notes to financial statements that explain in 
more detail certain inforn1ation in the financial statements and also provide the user with 
the accounting policies used in the preparation of the financial statements. 
Government-Wide Financial Statements 
The government-wide financial statements provide a broad view of the Town's 
operations in a manner that is similar to private businesses. These statements provide 
both short-term as well as long-term inforn1ation in regards to the Town's financial 
position. These financial statements are prepared using the accrual basis of 
accounting. This measurement focus takes into account all revenues and expenses 
associated with the fiscal year regardless of when cash is received or paid. The 
government-wide financial statements include the following two statements: 
The Statement of Net Position - this statement presents a// of the government's 
assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities and deferred inflows of 
resources with the difference being reported as net position. 
The Statement of Activities - this statement presents infonnation that shows how 
the government's net position changed during the period. All changes in net 
position are reported as soon as the underlying event giving rise to the change 
occurs, regardless of the timing of the related cash flows. 
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Both of the above mentioned financial statements have one column for the one 
type of town activity. The type of activity presented for the Town of Naples is: 
• Governmental activities - The activities in this section are mostly 
supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues (federal and state 
grants). Most of the Town's basic services are reported in governmental 
activities, which include general government, public safety, public works, 
education, health and sanitation, recreation and culture and other 
unclassified. 
Fund Financial Statements 
A fund is a grouping of related accounts that is used to maintain control over 
resources that have been segregated for specific activities or objectives. The Town of 
Naples, like other local governments uses fund accounting to ensure and demonstrate 
compliance with financial related legal requirements. All of the funds of the Town of 
Naples can be divided into two categories: governmental funds and fiduciary funds. 
Governmental funds: All of the basic services provided by the Town are financed 
through governmental funds. Governmental funds are used to account for essentially 
the same functions reported in governmental activities in the government- wide financial 
statements. However, unlike the government-wide financial statements, the 
governmental fund financial statements focus on near-term inflows and outflows of 
spendable resources. They also focus on the balance of spendable resources available 
at the end of the fiscal year. Such infonnation will be useful in evaluating the 
government's near-tenn financing requirements. This approach is known as the current 
financial resources measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. 
Under this approach revenues are recorded when cash is received or when susceptible 
to accrual. Expenditures are recorded when liabilities are incurred and due. These 
statements provide a detailed short-tem1 view of the Town's finances to assist in 
detem1ining whether there will be adequate financial resources available to meet the 
current needs of the Town. 
Because the focus of governmental funds is narrower than that of government-
wide financial statements, it is useful to compare the information presented for 
governmental funds with similar infom1ation presented for governmental activities in the 
government-wide financial statements. By doing so, readers may better understand the 
long-term impact of the government's near-tem1 financing decisions. Both the 
governmental fund balance sheet and the governmental fund statement of revenues, 
expenditures and changes in fund balances provide a reconciliation to facilitate this 
comparison between governmental funds and governmental activities. These 
reconciliations are presented on the page immediately following each governmental 
fund financial statement. 
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Table 1 
Town of Naples, Maine 
Net Posit ion 
June 30, 
2015 2014 
Assets : 
Current Assets $ 5,312,759 $ 4,705,391 
Capital Assets 6 763 803 7414302 
Total Assets 12 076 562 12 119693 
Liabil it ies : 
Current Liabilities 589,027 547,155 
Long-term Debt Outstanding 1 518 956 1 970396 
Total Liabilities 2 107 983 2 517 551 
Deferred Inflows of Resources: 
Prepaid Taxes 21 092 18 254 
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 21 092 18 254 
Net Position: 
Net Investment in Capital Assets 4,832,986 5,038,708 
Restricted 772,581 720,127 
Unrestricted 4 341 920 3 825 053 
Total Net Position $ 9,947,487 $ 9,583,888 
Revenues and Expenses 
Revenues for the Town's governmental activities increased by 5.03%, while total 
expenses increased by 1.38%. The increase in revenues is largely due to taxes. The 
biggest increase in expenses was in general government and education. 
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Financial Analysis of the Town's Fund Statements 
Governmental funds: The financial reporting focus of the Town's governmental 
funds is to provide information on near-term inflows, outflows, and balances of 
spendable resources. Such infom1ation may be useful in assessing the Town's financial 
requirements. In particular, unassigned fund balance may serve as a useful measure of 
a government's financial position at the end of the year, and the net resources available 
for spending. 
Table 3 
Town of Naples, Maine 
Fund Balances - Governmental Funds 
June 30, 
2015 2014 
Major Funds: 
General Fund: 
Committed s 129,863 $ 270, 180 
Unassigned 2 175571 1 756543 
Subtotal General Fund 2 305 434 2p26,723 
Highways and Bridges: 
Committed 598,560 287,943 
Chaplin Trust: 
Restricted 334 005 324 604 
Total Major Funds $ 3,237,999 $ 2,639,270 
Nonmajor Funds: 
Special Revenue Funds: 
Restricted s 413,219 $ 370,204 
Assigned 5,088 1,608 
Capital Projects Funds: 
Committed 744,353 666,832 
Permanent Funds: 
Restricted 25 357 25 319 
Total Nonmajor Funds s 1 188 017 $ 1 063963 
The general fund total fund balance increased by $278,711 from the prior fiscal 
year. Highways and bridges increased by $310,617, and the Chaplin trust increased by 
$9,401. The non-major fund balances increased by $124,054 from the prior fiscal year. 
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Budgetary Highlights 
There was a significant difference between the original and final budget for the 
general fund. The difference was the use of committed fund balances. 
The general fund actual revenues were over budget by $217,095, with most of 
the increase due to property and excise taxes. 
The general fund actual expenditures were under budget by $791,321. All 
expenditure categories were under budget with the exception of general government 
and unclassified. 
Capital Asset and Debt Administration 
Capital Assets 
As of June 30, 2015, the net book value of capital assets recorded by the Town 
decreased by $650,499 from the prior year. This is the result of current year additions 
of $236,434 less current year depreciation of $886,933. 
Table 4 
Town of Naples, Maine 
Capital Assets (Net of Depreciation) 
June 30, 
Land & Buildings 
Equipment & Vehicles 
Works of Art & Historical Treasures 
Infrastructure 
Total 
Debt 
$ 
$ 
2015 
3,492,415 
757,339 
122,821 
2.391.228 
6,763,803 
2014 
$ 3,415,684 
999,369 
122,821 
2 876 428 
$ 7,414,302 
At June 30, 2015, the Town had $1,930,817 in bonds payable outstanding versus 
$2,375,594 last fiscal year, a decrease of 18.72%. Other obligations include accrued 
vacation and sick time. Refer to Note 5 of Notes to Financial Statements for more 
detailed information. 
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Currently Known Facts, Decisions, or Conditions 
Economic Factors and Next Year's Budgets and Rates 
The Town has steadily maintained a sufficient unassigned fund balance to 
sustain governmental operations for a period of two to three months, while also 
maintaining reserve accounts for future capital and program needs. 
Contacting the Town's Financial Management 
This financial report is designed to provide our citizens, taxpayers, customers, 
investors and creditors with a general overview of the Town's finances and to show the 
Town's accountability for the money it receives. If you have questions about this report 
or need additional financial infom1ation, contact the Town Treasurer at P.O. Box 1757, 
Naples, Maine 04055-1757. 
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ASSETS 
Qm!nl assets; 
Gash and cash ecµvalents 
lnveslmer"U 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF NET POSITION 
JUNE 30, 2015 
Acauits receivable (net or allowance tor oooolledibles): 
Taxes 
Liens 
other 
Due from OCller g<71enments 
Total Cl.lfE!llt assets 
Noncooent assets: 
Capital assets: 
Land and other assets not bei119 depreciated 
Buildi119s and ~ipment, net of accumulated depraciation 
Total noncurrent assets 
TOTAL ASSETS 
LIABILITIES 
current liali ililies: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued payroll 
Due to Olher governments 
current poltion of long.term obligations 
Total current liabilities 
Noncurrent liablltties: 
Noncurrent portion of lono-term Obligations: 
Bonds payable 
Accrued compensated absences 
Total noncurrent ltabilities 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
DEFERRED INFLOWS Of RESOURCES 
Prepaid taxes 
TOTAL DEFERRED Ir-FLOWS OF RE~S 
NET POSITION 
Nel inveslmenl Ill caPtal assets 
Resb1cled 
lbesmcted 
TOTAL NET POSITION 
STATEMENT A 
Govemmel ital 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Activities 
3,358,866 
755,831 
693,937 
306,396 
82,801 
114 928 
5,312,759 
1,221,611 
5 542192 
6 763803 
12.,076,562 
117,589 
18,008 
3,998 
449432 
589r:n1 
1,481,385 
37 571 
1,518,956 
2107983 
21092 
21092 
4,832,986 
7n.581 
4,341 ,920 
9947 487 
TOTAL LIABILITIES. DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES AND NET POSITION $ 12,076,562 
See accompanying Independent auditors• report and notes to financial statements. 
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Functions/Programs 
Governmental activit ies: 
General government 
Public safety 
Health and sanitation 
Recreation anel culture 
Education 
Public worKs 
County tax 
Undassifie<I 
Unallocated depreciation (Note 4) • 
Capital outlay 
Debt service interest 
Total government 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
Expenses 
$ 784,455 
887,204 
261,570 
101,389 
7,382,588 
949,086 
451,381 
200,094 
98,648 
88,022 
15,839 
$ 11,220,276 
Program Revenues 
Charges for Operating Grants capital Grants & 
Services & Contributions Contributions 
$ 160,999 $ 
42,744 
$ 160,999 $ 42,744 $ 
• This amount excludes the depreciation that is induded in the direct expenses of the various programs. 
STATEMENTS 
Net (Expense) 
Revenue & Changes 
in Net Position 
Total 
Governmental 
Activities 
(623,456) 
(887,204) 
(261,570) 
(101,389) 
(7,382,588) 
(906,342) 
(451,381) 
(200,094) 
(98,648) 
(88,022) 
(15,839) 
(11,016,533) 
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STATEMENT B (CONTINUED} 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF ACTIV ITIES (CONTINUED) 
FqR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
Changes in net position: 
Net (expense)revenue 
General revenues: 
Taxes: 
Property taxes 
Excise taxes 
Grants and contributions not restricted to specific programs 
Miscellaneous 
Total general revenues 
Change in net position 
NET POSITION - JULY 1 
NET POSITION - JUNE 30 
Governmental 
Activities 
10,015,868 
744,462 
260,907 
358,895 
11 380 132 
$ 
363,599 
9 583 888 
9,947,487 
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STATEMENTC 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
BALANCE SHEET - GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2015 
ASSETS 
Gash and cash eQUiValents 
Investments 
Accounts receivable (net of allowance for 
unoolle<:tibles): 
Taxes 
Liens 
Other 
Due from other governments 
Due from other funds 
TOTAL ASSETS 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable 
Accrued payroll 
Due to other governments 
Due to other funds 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES 
Prepaid taxes 
Deferred tax revenues 
TOTAL DEFERRED INFLOWS OF 
RESOURCES 
FUND BALANCES 
Nonspendable 
Restricted 
Committed 
Assigned 
Unassigned 
TOTAL FUND BALANCES 
TOTAL LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS 
Other Totals 
General Higmvays Chaplin Governmental Governmenta 
Fund & Bridges Trust Funds Funds 
$3,034,006 s. $299,503 $ 25,357 $ 3,358,866 
755,831 755,831 
693,937 693,937 
306,396 306,396 
82,801 82,801 
114,928 114,928 
598,560 34502 1 162 660 1,795,722 
$4,987,899 S598,560 $334,005 $ 1, 188,017 $ 7, 108,481 
$ 117,589 s $ $ $ 117,589 
18,008 18,008 
3,998 3,998 
1,795,722 1,795,722 
1 935 317 1935 317 
21,092 21 ,092 
72.6 056 726056 
747, 148 747,148 
334,005 438,576 772,581 
129,863 598,560 744,353 1,472,776 
5,088 5,088 
2,175,571 2, 175,571 
2,305,434 598,560 334,005 1 188 017 4 426 016 
OF RESOURCES AND FUND BALANCES $4,997,909 S 599,560 $33",005 $ 1, 199,017 $ 7, 1 09.~91 
See accompanying inelependent auditors' report and notes to financial statements. 
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STATEMENTD 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
RECONCILIATION OF THE GOVERNMENT AL FUNDS BALANCE SHEET 
TO THE STATEMENT OF NET POSITION 
JUNE 30, 2015 
Total Fund Balances 
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Net Position 
are different because: 
Capital assets used in governmental actiVities are not financial resources and 
therefore are not reported in the funds, net of accumulated depreciation 
Other long-term assets are not available to pay for current-period expenditures 
and therefore are deferred in the funds shown above: 
Taxes and liens receivable 
Long-term liabilities are not due and payable in the current period and 
therefore are not reported in the funds: 
Bonds payable 
Accrued compensated absences 
Net position of governmental activities 
Total 
Governmental 
Funds 
$ 4,426,016 
6,763.803 
726,056 
( 1,930,817) 
(37,571) 
$ 9,947,487 
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STATEMENTE 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
O:her Totals 
General Highways Chaplin Govenmental Governmental 
Fund & Brid51es Trust Funds Funds 
REVENUES 
Taxes: 
Property taxes $ 10, 171,388 $ s s s 10,171,368 
Excise taxes 744,462 744,462 
Permits and fees 160,999 160,999 
Intergovernmental revenues 303,651 303,651 
Miscellaneous revenues 331 461 617 9 718 17 099 358 895 
TOTAL REVENUES 11 711 941 617 9 718 17 099 11 739375 
EXPENDITURES 
Current: 
General government 732,871 732,871 
Public safety 647,231 647,231 
Health and sanitation 256,766 256,766 
Recreation and culture 92,634 92,634 
Education 7,382,588 7,382,588 
Public works 463,879 463,879 
County tax 451,381 451,381 
Unclassified 199,IT7 317 200,094 
Debt se·rvice: 
Principal 250,000 250,000 
Interest 15,839 15,839 
Capital outlay 230 459 292 850 523 309 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 10,723,425 317 292 850 11 016 592 
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER 
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES 988 516 617 9401 ~2751751 } 722 783 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) 
Transfers in 5,000 310,000 404,805 719,805 
Transfers (out) !714,805) (5,000) {719,805) 
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 
(USES) !709,805) 310,000 399 805 
N ET C HAN CE IN FUND BALANCES 278,71 1 3 10,6 17 !),401 124,054 722,783 
FUND BALANCES - JULY 1 2,026,723 287 943 324 604 1 063 963 3,703,233 
FUND BALANCES - JUNE 30 $ 2,305,434 $598,560 S334,005 s 1, 188,017 s 4,426,016 
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STATEMENT F 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
RECONCILIATION OF THE STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND 
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS 
TO THE STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
Net Ctlange in fund balances - total governmental funds (Statement E) 
Amounts reported for governmental actiVities in the Statement of Activities 
(Statement B) are different because: 
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures While governmental 
actiVities report depreciation expense allocated to those expenditures over 
the life of the assets: 
Capital asset purchases capitalized 
Depreciation expense 
Revenues in the Statement of Activities that do not provide current financial 
resources are not reported as revenues in the funds: 
Taxes and liens receivable 
Repayment of long-term debt principal is an expenditure in the governmental 
funds, but the repayment reduces long-term liabilities in the Statement of 
Net Position 
Some expenses reported in the Statement of Activities do not require the use of 
current financial resources and therefore are not reported as expenditures in 
governmental funds: 
Accrued compensated absences 
Change in net position of governmental activities (Statement B) 
$ 
$ 
722,783 
236,434 
(886.933) 
(650,499) 
(155.500) 
444,777 
2,038 
363,599 
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STATEMENT G 
TOWN OF NAPLES, MAINE 
STATEMENT OF FIDUCIARY NET POSITION - FIDUCIARY FUNDS 
JUNE 30, 2015 
ASSETS 
cash and cash equivalents 
Investments, at lair value 
Accounts receivable 
TOTAL ASSETS 
LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable 
Deposits held for others 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
NET POSITION 
Held in trust for special purposes 
TOTAL NET POSITION 
TOTAL LIABILIT IES AND NET POSITION 
s 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Plivate-
purpose 
Trusts 
323,781 
7389 
331,170 
331,170 
331 170 
331 170 
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EXPENSE SUMMARY REPORT AS OF MAY 18, 2016 
   May     
 Budget             Current Mnth - YTD  Unexpended Percent 
                
05 - Cap Reserve 1,541,135.81 7,676.80 60,000.00 385,273.99  1,155,861.82 25.00 
    10 - Capital Res 1,541,135.81 7,676.80 60,000.00 385,273.99  1,155,861.82 25.00 
        006 - CswyImprve 209,507.82 0.00 0.00 29,802.10  179,705.72 14.22 
        010 - CivilDef 4,027.81 191.41 0.00 2,190.20  1,837.61 54.38 
        016 - Fire Pumper 200,439.49 0.00 60,000.00 200,832.82  -393.33 100.20 
        017 - Kents Land 22,363.62 0.00 0.00 3,138.70  19,224.92 14.03 
        027 - HisSoc Bldg 34,998.22 0.00 0.00 34,962.00  36.22 99.90 
        029 - IceRinkArea 4,714.95 0.00 0.00 4,710.00  4.95 99.90 
        031 - FireStaBlgMt 60,682.13 2,965.24 0.00 31,192.00  29,490.13 51.40 
        032 - LegalRes 37,334.14 0.00 0.00 0.00  37,334.14 0.00 
        034 - PavementRec 748,296.42 0.00 0.00 0.00  748,296.42 0.00 
        039 - DsptchRecdr  1,087.19 0.00 0.00 1,000.00  87.19 91.98 
        043 - RecFieldTank 5,242.41 0.00 0.00 5,237.00  5.41 99.90 
        046 - Rescue Equip 9,256.01 0.00 0.00 0.00  9,256.01 0.00 
        052 -TO/PORepairs 34,779.96 4,520.15 0.00 -799.86  35,579.82 -2.30 
        053 - TMDpStart 73,032.58 0.00 0.00 73,009.03  23.55 99.97 
        059 - Ambulance  95,373.06 0.00 0.00 0.00  95,373.06 0.00 
                
06 - Cap Improve 54,500.00 60,000.00 0.00 37,070.37  17,429.63 68.02 
    11 - CapitalImpr 54,500.00 60,000.00 0.00 37,070.37  17,429.63 68.02 
        009 - House Purch 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,300.00  -4,300.00 ---- 
        019 - CemeteryImp 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,500.00 0.00 
        020 - FirePumpRepa 30,000.00 60,000.00 0.00 30,000.00  0.00 100.00 
        039 - TnOffImprov 8,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,770.37  5,229.63 34.63 
        040 - OrdinConsoli 14,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  14,000.00 0.00 
                
07 - Special 0.00 0.00 0.00 14,335.89  -14,335.89 ---- 
    12 - Special 0.00 0.00 0.00 14,335.89  -14,335.89 ---- 
        005 - Recreation 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,735.79  -4,735.79 ---- 
        017 - LRYFootball 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,394.10  -1,394.10 ---- 
        468 - 4th of July  0.00 0.00 0.00 8,141.00  -8,141.00 ---- 
        806 - CswyDiscrfun 0.00 0.00 0.00 65.00  -65.00 ---- 
                
08 - TIF 258,879.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  258,879.00 0.00 
    18 - TIF 258,879.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  258,879.00 0.00 
        801 - Downtown 258,879.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  258,879.00 0.00 
                
10 - Admin 678,478.79 41,902.01 80.00 538,909.75  139,569.04 79.43 
    01 - Pay&Ben 451,973.79 21,647.22 0.00 333,444.75  118,529.04 73.78 
        102 - Office 293,909.00 16,461.01 0.00 252,105.64  41,803.36 85.78 
        103 - Selectperson 15,500.00 0.00 0.00 9,500.00  6,000.00 61.29 
        105 - Clean/Maint 20,880.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  20,880.00 0.00 
        201 - Fica/Med 23,669.79 1,223.53 0.00 19,688.53  3,981.26 83.18 
        202 - Health Ins 71,500.00 2,777.64 0.00 37,215.88  34,284.12 52.05 
        203 - Dental/Life 8,715.00 843.07 0.00 9,226.40  -511.40 105.87 
        204 - Unemploy 3,200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  3,200.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 2,100.00 0.00 0.00 465.40  1,634.60 22.16 
        206 - Retire 12,500.00 341.97 0.00 5,242.90  7,257.10 41.94 
    02 - Operations 192,055.00 4,504.79 80.00 172,765.00  19,290.00 89.96 
        035 - CompSrvce 13,000.00 0.00 0.00 15,376.28  -2,376.28 118.28 
        036 - CompUgrades 3,500.00 428.02 0.00 2,708.91  791.09 77.40 
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10 - Admin CONT'D        
        050 - Advertising 3,700.00 309.70 0.00 2,431.84  1,268.16 65.73 
        060 - Auditor 8,500.00 0.00 0.00 18,475.00  -9,975.00 217.35 
        075 - Sem/Training 2,800.00 313.00 0.00 650.50  2,149.50 23.23 
        115 - Telephone 6,400.00 62.51 0.00 5,989.71 
 
410.29 93.59 
        140 - Legal 34,000.00 0.00 0.00 30,984.30  3,015.70 91.13 
        145 - Key/Clean Dp 0.00 210.00 80.00 -220.00  220.00 ---- 
        150 - ConSupplies 9,000.00 907.81 0.00 7,484.45  1,515.55 83.16 
        152 - Meetings 1,000.00 18.28 0.00 1,708.32  -708.32 170.83 
        153 - NConSupplie 1,800.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,800.00 0.00 
        165 - EquipMaint 2,600.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,600.00 0.00 
        169 - EquipRent 4,750.00 495.92 0.00 5,373.36  -623.36 113.12 
        250 - BankFees 350.00 0.00 0.00 -40.00  390.00 -11.43 
        301 - Electricity 7,500.00 0.00 0.00 4,167.67  3,332.33 55.57 
        350 - Fuel Oil 8,500.00 447.43 0.00 6,062.04  2,437.96 71.32 
        501 - Propane 10,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  10,000.00 0.00 
        551 - Member/Dues 9,750.00 154.18 0.00 8,779.13  970.87 90.04 
        610 - Condolences 500.00 0.00 0.00 55.87  444.13 11.17 
        661 - Publications 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 20.00  1,480.00 1.33 
        701 - VehicleFuel 1,800.00 56.94 0.00 75.34  1,724.66 4.19 
        812 - Insurance 22,105.00 0.00 0.00 31,652.52  -9,547.52 143.19 
        850 - Postage 13,000.00 0.00 0.00 11,826.21  1,173.79 90.97 
        901 - Printing 7,500.00 0.00 0.00 7,282.01  217.99 97.09 
        950 - Reg Rec/Copy 13,000.00 261.00 0.00 10,321.75  2,678.25 79.40 
        955 - RegCopies 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.00  -21.00 ---- 
        957 - CleanContrac 5,000.00 840.00 0.00 1,140.00  3,860.00 22.80 
        958 - EmployeeAppr 500.00 0.00 0.00 438.79  61.21 87.76 
    03 - ContractSvcs 34,450.00 15,750.00 0.00 32,700.00  1,750.00 94.92 
        302 - AssessMap 34,450.00 15,750.00 0.00 32,700.00  1,750.00 94.92 
                
13 - ProjectGrad 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,467.44  -4,467.44 ---- 
    13 - ProjGrad 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,467.44  -4,467.44 ---- 
        900 - ProjectGrad 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,467.44  -4,467.44 ---- 
                
18 - TIFDbtServi  0.00 0.00 0.00 170,814.57  -170,814.57 ---- 
    18 - TIF 0.00 0.00 0.00 170,814.57  -170,814.57 ---- 
        804 - Cswy Fire Su 0.00 0.00 0.00 88,561.88  -88,561.88 ---- 
        805 - HS/Info Bldg 0.00 0.00 0.00 38,252.69  -38,252.69 ---- 
        809 - CWayBond2 0.00 0.00 0.00 44,000.00  -44,000.00 ---- 
                
20 - Town Maint 160,071.50 6,974.23 0.00 111,656.75  48,414.75 69.75 
    01 - Pay&Ben 50,421.50 2,287.63 0.00 33,344.48  17,077.02 66.13 
        101 - Salaries 35,500.00 1,800.00 0.00 28,461.88  7,038.12 80.17 
        201 - Fica/Med 2,677.50 137.70 0.00 2,018.52  658.98 75.39 
        202 - Health Ins 6,800.00 349.93 0.00 2,864.08  3,935.92 42.12 
        203 - Dental/Life 1,644.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,644.00 0.00 
        204 - Unemploy 550.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  550.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 2,200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,200.00 0.00 
        206 - Retire 1,050.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,050.00 0.00 
    02 - Operations 109,650.00 4,686.60 0.00 78,312.27  31,337.73 71.42 
        018 - Grounds Mnt 3,500.00 0.00 0.00 417.45  3,082.55 11.93 
        040 - Unanticipate 500.00 139.60 0.00 228.56  271.44 45.71 
        075 - Sem/Training 250.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  250.00 0.00 
                
20 - Town Maint CONT'D        
        081 - RecFieldMain 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 212.42  3,787.58 5.31 
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        085 - SingerComm 3,500.00 312.40 0.00 4,744.02  -1,244.02 135.54 
        086 - Kents Land 4,000.00 19.27 0.00 1,754.42  2,245.58 43.86 
        115 - Telephone 650.00 0.00 0.00 880.85  -230.85 135.52 
        150 - ConSupplies 500.00 25.69 0.00 369.27  130.73 73.85 
        165 - EquipMaint 800.00 0.00 0.00 472.74  327.26 59.09 
        301 - Electricity 1,500.00 110.61 0.00 1,449.48  50.52 96.63 
        350 - Fuel Oil 4,500.00 99.77 0.00 2,865.89  1,634.11 63.69 
        401 - BldgMaint 12,000.00 797.93 0.00 10,961.05 
 
1,038.95 91.34 
        404 - PortaPotty 3,200.00 158.52 0.00 3,484.49  -284.49 108.89 
        405 - Cemeteries 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 647.42  852.58 43.16 
        408 - DockSvcs 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 859.74  1,140.26 42.99 
        410 - CswyClean 9,550.00 1,591.67 0.00 8,352.19  1,197.81 87.46 
        411 - Mowing 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 19,576.67  5,423.33 78.31 
        413 - SnowShovel 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  500.00 0.00 
        423 - VehMaint 3,000.00 82.99 0.00 1,894.04  1,105.96 63.13 
        430 - Uniforms 500.00 0.00 0.00 190.04  309.96 38.01 
        700 - StreetLights 18,500.00 1,348.15 0.00 16,297.01  2,202.99 88.09 
        701 - VehicleFuel 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,510.52  2,489.48 37.76 
        812 - Insurance 6,200.00 0.00 0.00 1,144.00  5,056.00 18.45 
                
21 - GA 11,000.00 1,893.90 0.00 8,565.01  2,434.99 77.86 
    02 - Operations 11,000.00 1,893.90 0.00 8,565.01  2,434.99 77.86 
        190 - GA 11,000.00 1,893.90 0.00 8,565.01  2,434.99 77.86 
                
30 - Sanitation 308,780.00 7,780.32 0.00 214,881.35  93,898.65 69.59 
    02 - Operations 308,780.00 7,780.32 0.00 214,881.35  93,898.65 69.59 
        030 - Bulky Waste 103,500.00 0.00 0.00 83,333.30  20,166.70 80.52 
        200 - TransStation 91,280.00 0.00 0.00 53,246.69  38,033.31 58.33 
        300 - RWSTipFees 114,000.00 7,780.32 0.00 78,301.36  35,698.64 68.69 
                
40 - Fire 237,509.50 9,452.48 0.00 189,749.79  47,759.71 79.89 
    01 - Pay&Ben 77,510.50 5,245.72 0.00 56,172.15  21,338.35 72.47 
        101 - Salaries 67,000.00 4,874.57 0.00 47,876.94  19,123.06 71.46 
        201 - Fica/Med 5,125.50 371.15 0.00 3,640.18  1,485.32 71.02 
        204 - Unemploy 935.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  935.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 4,450.00 0.00 0.00 4,655.03  -205.03 104.61 
    02 - Operations 97,745.00 2,708.47 0.00 72,796.31  24,948.69 74.48 
        002 - FirePrevent 2,250.00 0.00 0.00 1,847.45  402.55 82.11 
        075 - Sem/Training 3,000.00 633.79 0.00 891.51  2,108.49 29.72 
        115 - Telephone 0.00 0.00 0.00 665.30  -665.30 ---- 
        150 - ConSupplies 5,500.00 190.91 0.00 6,249.00  -749.00 113.62 
        153 - NConSupplie 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.94  -10.94 ---- 
        165 - EquipMaint 3,000.00 148.43 0.00 2,810.69  189.31 93.69 
        167 - RadioReplac 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 260.30  4,739.70 5.21 
        401 - BldgMaint 0.00 0.00 0.00 110.31  -110.31 ---- 
        421 - Appliance 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,532.98  467.02 76.65 
        422 - LadderMaint 3,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  3,000.00 0.00 
        423 - VehMaint 13,500.00 0.00 0.00 16,606.97  -3,106.97 123.01 
        424 - Medical 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,754.00  -254.00 116.93 
        443 - Inter/Cable 1,600.00 0.00 0.00 1,525.82  74.18 95.36 
        502 - Gas/Diesel 14,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,696.41  10,303.59 26.40 
                
40 - Fire CONT'D        
        551 - Member/Dues 2,000.00 565.00 0.00 1,902.00  98.00 95.10 
        552 - AnnualTest 6,500.00 0.00 0.00 5,916.46  583.54 91.02 
        601 - EquipPurch 6,000.00 163.12 0.00 7,415.32  -1,415.32 123.59 
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        602 - SCBA 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,183.20  -683.20 127.33 
        603 - Turnout 10,000.00 405.90 0.00 1,167.81  8,832.19 11.68 
        606 - Hose 2,500.00 601.32 0.00 601.32  1,898.68 24.05 
        813 - AutoIns 4,000.00 0.00 0.00 4,327.37  -327.37 108.18 
        814 - VolVehIns 495.00 0.00 0.00 495.00  0.00 100.00 
        815 - PropIns 9,400.00 0.00 0.00 9,826.15  -426.15 104.53 
    04 - Util&Maint 48,000.00 1,498.29 0.00 34,689.33  13,310.67 72.27 
        115 - Phones 6,000.00 266.38 0.00 4,409.93  1,590.07 73.50 
        150 - ConSupplies 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,241.83  -2,241.83 ---- 
        301 - Electricity 11,000.00 655.04 0.00 7,145.78  3,854.22 64.96 
        350 - Fuel Oil 14,000.00 262.62 0.00 5,230.84 
 
8,769.16 37.36 
        401 - BldgMaint 12,000.00 314.25 0.00 12,834.13  -834.13 106.95 
        653 - RadioRepairs 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,826.82  2,173.18 56.54 
    19 - Grants 14,254.00 0.00 0.00 26,092.00  -11,838.00 183.05 
        501 - AirPacks 14,254.00 0.00 0.00 26,092.00  -11,838.00 183.05 
                
42 - Rescue 425,969.78 23,595.01 0.00 349,299.10  76,670.68 82.00 
    01 - Pay&Ben 351,251.78 18,447.37 0.00 287,346.43  63,905.35 81.81 
        101 - Salaries 304,010.00 16,992.45 0.00 252,380.42  51,629.58 83.02 
        201 - Fica/Med 22,623.00 1,303.84 0.00 19,470.30  3,152.70 86.06 
        204 - Unemploy 7,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  7,000.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 15,000.00 0.00 0.00 13,180.33  1,819.67 87.87 
        206 - Retire 2,618.78 151.08 0.00 2,315.38  303.40 88.41 
    02 - Operations 74,718.00 5,147.64 0.00 61,952.67  12,765.33 82.92 
        075 - Sem/Training 8,100.00 507.19 0.00 6,833.15  1,266.85 84.36 
        087 - Medical Dir 5,000.00 2,500.00 0.00 5,000.00  0.00 100.00 
        088 - Inform Tech 4,000.00 300.00 0.00 1,448.77  2,551.23 36.22 
        089 - Intercepts 1,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,000.00 0.00 
        115 - Telephone 1,200.00 0.00 0.00 1,349.97  -149.97 112.50 
        150 - ConSupplies 12,100.00 652.25 0.00 10,555.42  1,544.58 87.23 
        153 - NConSupplie 11,500.00 65.56 0.00 5,876.43  5,623.57 51.10 
        165 - EquipMaint 9,000.00 191.06 0.00 11,947.31  -2,947.31 132.75 
        401 - BldgMaint 0.00 0.00 0.00 726.11  -726.11 ---- 
        423 - VehMaint 0.00 0.00 0.00 92.89  -92.89 ---- 
        426 - Oxygen 2,000.00 107.44 0.00 1,745.23  254.77 87.26 
        551 - Member/Dues 1,400.00 220.00 0.00 1,526.26  -126.26 109.02 
        813 - AutoIns 781.00 0.00 0.00 710.88  70.12 91.02 
        815 - PropIns 1,637.00 0.00 0.00 1,756.00  -119.00 107.27 
        816 - AmbIns 1,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,000.00 0.00 
        999 - Billing 16,000.00 604.14 0.00 12,384.25  3,615.75 77.40 
                
44 - MSafety 9,355.00 0.00 0.00 6,562.94  2,792.06 70.15 
    01 - Pay&Ben 5,285.00 0.00 0.00 5,057.71  227.29 95.70 
        101 - Salaries 4,500.00 0.00 0.00 4,500.00  0.00 100.00 
        201 - Fica/Med 345.00 0.00 0.00 344.25  0.75 99.78 
        204 - Unemploy 120.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  120.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 320.00 0.00 0.00 213.46  106.54 66.71 
    02 - Operations 4,070.00 0.00 0.00 1,505.23  2,564.77 36.98 
        075 - Sem/Training 620.00 0.00 0.00 138.00  482.00 22.26 
        165 - EquipMaint 1,350.00 0.00 0.00 275.62  1,074.38 20.42 
        350 - Fuel Oil 1,200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,200.00 0.00 
        430 - Uniforms 250.00 0.00 0.00 82.94  167.06 33.18 
        551 - Member/Dues 100.00 0.00 0.00 525.00  -425.00 525.00 
        812 - Insurance 550.00 0.00 0.00 483.67  66.33 87.94 
                
45 - Dispatch 25,284.00 0.00 0.00 12,642.00  12,642.00 50.00 
    03 - ContractSvcs 25,284.00 0.00 0.00 12,642.00  12,642.00 50.00 
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        330 - MonitoringSv 25,284.00 0.00 0.00 12,642.00  12,642.00 50.00 
                
46 - AControl 12,838.05 761.47 0.00 12,398.82  439.23 96.58 
    01 - Pay&Ben 4,188.05 0.00 0.00 6,662.77  -2,474.72 159.09 
        101 - Salaries 3,700.00 0.00 0.00 5,990.99  -2,290.99 161.92 
        201 - Fica/Med 283.05 0.00 0.00 458.32  -175.27 161.92 
        204 - Unemploy 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  125.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 80.00 0.00 0.00 213.46  -133.46 266.83 
    02 - Operations 8,650.00 761.47 0.00 5,736.05  2,913.95 66.31 
        075 - Sem/Training 350.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  350.00 0.00 
        115 - Telephone 650.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  650.00 0.00 
        150 - ConSupplies 150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  150.00 0.00 
        701 - VehicleFuel 2,000.00 761.47 0.00 1,864.05 
 
135.95 93.20 
        750 - HarvHill 5,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,872.00  1,628.00 70.40 
                
50 - UnanExpense 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 11,603.00  13,397.00 46.41 
    02 - Operations 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 11,603.00  13,397.00 46.41 
        040 - Unanticipate 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 11,603.00  13,397.00 46.41 
                
60 - Library 74,000.00 0.00 0.00 74,000.00  0.00 100.00 
    02 - Operations 74,000.00 0.00 0.00 74,000.00  0.00 100.00 
        095 - Library 74,000.00 0.00 0.00 74,000.00  0.00 100.00 
                
70 - Debt Service 309,174.00 0.00 0.00 332,002.92  -22,828.92 107.38 
    02 - Operations 309,174.00 0.00 0.00 332,002.92  -22,828.92 107.38 
        010 - Principal 309,174.00 0.00 0.00 299,868.00  9,306.00 96.99 
        025 - Interest 0.00 0.00 0.00 32,134.92  -32,134.92 ---- 
                
73 - RoadsHighway 429,900.00 51,214.80 0.00 347,208.98  82,691.02 80.77 
    06 - Highway 46,900.00 1,214.80 0.00 19,391.08  27,508.92 41.35 
        444 - Grading 2,800.00 687.50 0.00 2,167.50  632.50 77.41 
        446 - CswyStriping 4,700.00 0.00 0.00 317.00  4,383.00 6.74 
        447 - StreetSweep 4,400.00 0.00 0.00 4,687.50  -287.50 106.53 
        448 - General 30,000.00 527.30 0.00 12,219.08  17,780.92 40.73 
        450 - CrackSeal 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  5,000.00 0.00 
    07 - Roadside 46,000.00 0.00 0.00 23,930.90  22,069.10 52.02 
        451 - Signs 3,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,723.25  276.75 90.78 
        452 - Ditch&Should 35,000.00 0.00 0.00 21,007.65  13,992.35 60.02 
        453 - Mowing 8,000.00 0.00 0.00 200.00  7,800.00 2.50 
    08 - Winter Maint 337,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 303,887.00  33,113.00 90.17 
        454 - SnowRemove 252,000.00 50,000.00 0.00 250,000.00  2,000.00 99.21 
        455 - Salt & Sand 85,000.00 0.00 0.00 53,887.00  31,113.00 63.40 
                
80 - Recreation 111,620.80 2,107.06 0.00 93,534.12  18,086.68 83.80 
    01 - Pay&Ben 29,417.02 1,545.48 0.00 28,487.86  929.16 96.84 
        101 - Salaries 24,641.91 1,435.65 0.00 22,998.81  1,643.10 93.33 
        201 - Fica/Med 1,885.11 109.83 0.00 4,015.43  -2,130.32 213.01 
        204 - Unemploy 1,200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,200.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 1,690.00 0.00 0.00 1,473.62  216.38 87.20 
    02 - Operations 6,120.00 114.87 0.00 7,154.51  -1,034.51 116.90 
        075 - Sem/Training 550.00 0.00 0.00 578.50  -28.50 105.18 
        115 - Telephone 1,020.00 0.00 0.00 1,342.94  -322.94 131.66 
        441 - Cert/Rec 1,450.00 0.00 0.00 574.31  875.69 39.61 
        601 - EquipPurch 1,500.00 114.87 0.00 2,020.96  -520.96 134.73 
        701 - VehicleFuel 200.00 0.00 0.00 213.33  -13.33 106.67 
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        813 - AutoIns 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.10  -31.10 ---- 
        815 - PropIns 1,400.00 0.00 0.00 2,393.37  -993.37 170.96 
    05 - NonPRProgram 20,100.00 420.00 0.00 13,618.78  6,481.22 67.76 
        910 - Aerobics 4,500.00 370.00 0.00 1,870.00  2,630.00 41.56 
        919 - Basketball 2,100.00 0.00 0.00 1,962.61  137.39 93.46 
        924 - Day Camp 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00  -30.00 ---- 
        928 - Football 1,300.00 0.00 0.00 1,322.22  -22.22 101.71 
        933 - Halloween 800.00 0.00 0.00 429.43  370.57 53.68 
        945 - Senior 9,000.00 50.00 0.00 4,723.07  4,276.93 52.48 
        946 - Sr Exercise 2000.00 0.00 0.00 1,350.00  650.00 67.50 
        948 - Soccer 2,400.00 0.00 0.00 1,452.45  947.55 60.52 
        951 - SumSwim 0.00 0.00 0.00 479.00  -479.00 ---- 
    14 - Day Camp 36,337.38 26.71 0.00 34,470.97  1,866.41 94.86 
        101 - Salaries 20,750.00 0.00 0.00 22,578.39  -1,828.39 108.81 
        201 - Fica/Med 1,587.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 
 
1,587.38 0.00 
        924 - Program 14,000.00 26.71 0.00 11,892.58  2,107.42 84.95 
    16 - SummerSwim 6,728.40 0.00 0.00 210.00  6,518.40 3.12 
        101 - Salaries 5,600.00 0.00 0.00 210.00  5,390.00 3.75 
        201 - Fica/Med 428.40 0.00 0.00 0.00  428.40 0.00 
        951 - Program 700.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  700.00 0.00 
    17 - CommGroup 12,918.00 0.00 0.00 9,592.00  3,326.00 74.25 
        101 - Rec/GateAtt 12,000.00 0.00 0.00 9,592.00  2,408.00 79.93 
        201 - Rec/GateATx 918.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  918.00 0.00 
                
82 - HistSociety 15,712.00 187.80 0.00 9,224.61  6,487.39 58.71 
    01 - Pay&Ben 6,772.00 0.00 0.00 2,615.91  4,156.09 38.63 
        101 - Salaries 6,100.00 0.00 0.00 2,430.00  3,670.00 39.84 
        201 - Fica/Med 467.00 0.00 0.00 185.91  281.09 39.81 
        204 - Unemploy 105.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  105.00 0.00 
        205 - WorkComp 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  100.00 0.00 
    02 - Operations 8,940.00 187.80 0.00 6,608.70  2,331.30 73.92 
        035 - CompSrvce 965.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  965.00 0.00 
        115 - Telephone 600.00 126.06 0.00 1,885.52  -1,285.52 314.25 
        150 - ConSupplies 100.00 0.00 0.00 10.87  89.13 10.87 
        165 - EquipMaint 800.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  800.00 0.00 
        166 - Scv Contrcts 965.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  965.00 0.00 
        301 - Electricity 950.00 61.74 0.00 623.55  326.45 65.64 
        350 - Fuel Oil 2,700.00 0.00 0.00 989.73  1,710.27 36.66 
        401 - BldgMaint 300.00 0.00 0.00 1,265.00  -965.00 421.67 
                
82 - HistSociety CONT'D        
        551 - Member/Dues 0.00 0.00 0.00 220.00  -220.00 ---- 
        812 - Insurance 1,560.00 0.00 0.00 1,614.03  -54.03 103.46 
                
88 - CommGroup 17,800.00 0.00 0.00 10,725.46  7,074.54 60.26 
    17 - CommGroup 17,800.00 0.00 0.00 10,725.46  7,074.54 60.26 
        462 - Band Concert 2,300.00 0.00 0.00 2,300.00  0.00 100.00 
        468 - 4th of July 8,000.00 0.00 0.00 953.70  7,046.30 11.92 
        484 - MRiverSnoSee 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,500.00  0.00 100.00 
        486 - NaplesBSBall 3,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,500.00  0.00 100.00 
        488 - Dog Park 0.00 0.00 0.00 -28.24  28.24 ---- 
        490 - FdPtry Deliv 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00  0.00 100.00 
                
89 - OutAgencies 55,236.00 2,414.00 0.00 49,256.00  5,980.00 89.17 
    09 - OutAgencies 53,736.00 2,414.00 0.00 47,756.00  5,980.00 88.87 
        460 - RedCross 750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  750.00 0.00 
        464 - HHVistingNur 4,100.00 0.00 0.00 4,100.00  0.00 100.00 
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        466 - FamilyCrisis 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  300.00 0.00 
        470 - GreatBridg 500.00 0.00 0.00 500.00  0.00 100.00 
        474 - LRegTV 16,000.00 0.00 0.00 16,500.00  -500.00 103.13 
        482 - Milfoil 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,000.00  0.00 100.00 
        483 - SoMEParentAw 150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  150.00 0.00 
        484 - VNA Home 500.00 0.00 0.00 500.00  0.00 100.00 
        488 - PROP 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 5,000.00  0.00 100.00 
        490 - RegTrans 1,200.00 0.00 0.00 1,200.00  0.00 100.00 
        491 - SaveSebago 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,000.00 0.00 
        494 - SeniorMeal 3,500.00 0.00 0.00 3,500.00  0.00 100.00 
        495 - LR Sr Trans 300.00 0.00 0.00 300.00  0.00 100.00 
        496 - SMAgonAging 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00  0.00 100.00 
        498 - TriCounty 3,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  3,000.00 0.00 
        499 - MEVetHomes 180.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  180.00 0.00 
        501 - RegBusSvc 9,656.00 2,414.00 0.00 9,656.00  0.00 100.00 
        502 - MPBN 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  100.00 0.00 
    17 - CommGroup 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00 
 
0.00 100.00 
        478 - LEA LakeTest 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00  0.00 100.00 
                
90 - Intergovern 8,221,792.00 0.00 0.00 6,633,598.00  1,588,194.00 80.68 
    02 - Operations 8,221,792.00 0.00 0.00 6,633,598.00  1,588,194.00 80.68 
        900 - School 7,400,000.00 0.00 0.00 6,162,812.00  1,237,188.00 83.28 
        920 - CountyTax 470,786.00 0.00 0.00 470,786.00  0.00 100.00 
        930 - Overlay 351,006.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  351,006.00 0.00 
                
Final Totals 13,503,986.23 224,684.98 60,080.00 10,003,024.79  3,500,961.44 74.07 
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REVENUE SUMMARY REPORT AS OF MAY 18, 2016 
  Budget Current  YTD  Uncollected Percent 
Account  Net Debits Credits Net  Balance Collected 
 
  
 
                
02 - Transfer Station  163,500.00 0.00 0.00 116,308.44  47,191.56 71.14 
                  
03 - Bulky Waste  365,758.00 0.00 0.00 288,031.87  77,726.13 78.75 
                  
07 - Special  0.00 0.00 0.00 3,734.00  -3,734.00 ---- 
    005 - Recreation  0.00 0.00 0.00 3,295.00  -3,295.00 ---- 
    017 - Lake Region Youth Football 0.00 0.00 0.00 439.00  -439.00 ---- 
                  
08 - Tax Increment Financing 5,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  5,000.00 0.00 
    993 - Use of TIF  5,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  5,000.00 0.00 
                  
09 - Taxes  9,642,843.00 0.00 0.00 10,063,437.69  -420,594.69 104.36 
    100 - Tax Commitment  9,576,636.00 0.00 0.00 10,055,695.22  -479,059.22 105.00 
    101 - BETE  457.00 0.00 0.00 354.00  103.00 77.46 
    102 - Homestead  65,750.00 0.00 0.00 69,586.00  -3,836.00 105.83 
    105 - Supplementals  0.00 0.00 0.00 5,482.09  -5,482.09 ---- 
    110 - Abatements  0.00 0.00 0.00 -67,679.62  67,679.62 ---- 
                  
10 - Administration  1,532,465.00 163.20 48,688.39 1,107,166.35  425,298.65 72.25 
    100 - Clerk's Fees  30,000.00 0.00 1,611.70 22,167.70  7,832.30 73.89 
    110 - Code Enforcement Office Fees 35,500.00 0.00 1,895.72 29,382.45  6,117.55 82.77 
    116 - Vending Machine  200.00 0.00 0.00 122.80  77.20 61.40 
    141 - Impound Fees  900.00 0.00 50.00 300.00  600.00 33.33 
    150 - Planning Board  3,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,666.32  -666.32 122.21 
    155 - Appeals Board  800.00 0.00 0.00 395.46  404.54 49.43 
    191 - Room Rent  4,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,925.00  75.00 98.13 
    192 - Post Office Rent  22,500.00 0.00 0.00 16,858.53  5,641.47 74.93 
    200 - Auto Excise  643,000.00 163.20 35,605.38 631,079.13  11,920.87 98.15 
    210 - Boat Excise  39,000.00 0.00 6,776.40 20,209.00  18,791.00 51.82 
    250 - Investment Income  7,000.00 0.00 0.00 2,413.06  4,586.94 34.47 
    300 - Lien Charges & Fees  19,300.00 0.00 301.86 18,242.77  1,057.23 94.52 
    310 - Interest on Taxes  52,000.00 0.00 2,332.08 60,882.98  -8,882.98 117.08 
    321 - Fireworks Donations  6,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,650.00  4,350.00 27.50 
    700 - State Revenue Sharing 131,000.00 0.00 0.00 120,159.57  10,840.43 91.72 
    710 - DOT Local Roads  46,608.00 0.00 0.00 43,184.00  3,424.00 92.65 
    715 - Veterans  4,100.00 0.00 0.00 3,465.00  635.00 84.51 
    716 - Snowmobile  2,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,000.00 0.00 
    725 - Tree Growth Penalty  45,500.00 0.00 0.00 42,302.95  3,197.05 92.97 
    735 - State Park's Fee Sharing 2,300.00 0.00 0.00 2,648.30  -348.30 115.14 
    815 - Cable Franchise Fees  57,000.00 0.00 0.00 28,464.58  28,535.42 49.94 
    816 - Causeway Rental Fee 0.00 0.00 0.00 -200.00  200.00 ---- 
    991 - Sale of Tax Aquired Property 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,913.88  -6,913.88 ---- 
    992 - BulkyWaste Surpls Distributi 45,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  45,000.00 0.00 
    998 - Undesignated Funds  329,757.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  329,757.00 0.00 
    999 - Miscellaneous  6,000.00 0.00 115.25 48,932.87  -42,932.87 815.55 
                  
12 - FEMA/MEMA  0.00 0.00 0.00 19,672.00  -19,672.00 ---- 
    012 - FEMA/MEMA  0.00 0.00 0.00 19,672.00  -19,672.00 ---- 
                  
13 - Project Graduation  0.00 0.00 1,138.12 11,038.43  -11,038.43 ---- 
    100 - Donations  0.00 0.00 1,138.12 11,038.43  -11,038.43 ---- 
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19 - Grants  0.00 0.00 0.00 -395.35  395.35 ---- 
    503 - Grants II  0.00 0.00 0.00 -395.35  395.35 ---- 
                  
42 - Rescue  130,000.00 0.00 0.00 113,741.12  16,258.88 87.49 
    615 - Rescue 
 
130,000.00 0.00 0.00 113,731.12 
 
16,268.88 87.49 
    616 - CPR  0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00  -10.00 ---- 
                  
44 - Marine Safety  4,000.00 0.00 690.00 2,940.00  1,060.00 73.50 
    602 - Mooring Fees  4,000.00 0.00 690.00 2,940.00  1,060.00 73.50 
                  
80 - Recreation  66,500.00 143.00 244.00 44,535.95  21,964.05 66.97 
    910 - Aerobics  4,500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  4,500.00 0.00 
    913 - Aquacise  6,500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  6,500.00 0.00 
    916 - Art  0.00 143.00 244.00 43,825.65  -43,825.65 ---- 
    919 - Basketball  1,300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  1,300.00 0.00 
    924 - Day Camp  35,000.00 0.00 0.00 610.30  34,389.70 1.74 
    928 - Football  1,400.00 0.00 0.00 100.00  1,300.00 7.14 
    945 - Senior Citizens  9,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  9,000.00 0.00 
    946 - Senior Exercise  3,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  3,000.00 0.00 
    947 - Soccer  2,300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  2,300.00 0.00 
    948 - Summer Swimming  3,500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  3,500.00 0.00 
                  
Final Totals  11,910,066.00 306.20 50,760.51 11,770,210.50  139,855.50 98.83 
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Town of Naples 
Town Meeting Warrant for the Adoption of the FY 2016-2017 Municipal 
Budget and other Business 
 
To Ephrem Paraschak, a resident of the Town of Naples, in the County of Cumberland, State of Maine. 
 
In the name of the State of Maine, you are required to notify and warn the Inhabitants of the Town of 
Naples, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs, to meet at the Town of Naples Municipal Building 
Gymnasium in said Town of Naples, on Wednesday, June 8, 2016 at 7:00 P.M., then and there to act 
upon the following articles to wit:  
 
 
ARTICLE 1. To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting. 
 
********************************************************************* 
 
BUDGET ARTICLES 
(*Note that a detailed budget spreadsheet is available for review and inspection at the Town 
Clerk’s Office and will be available at the Town Meeting) 
 
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $609,709 for 
Administration. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $36,450 for 
Assessing. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $11,000 for General 
Assistance. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $17,085 for Animal 
Control. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $9,155 for Marine 
Safety. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $130,285 for the 
Recreation Department. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
 
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $14,147 for the 
Historical Society. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $432,700 for Roads 
and Highways. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $649,978 for the 
Fire & Rescue Department ($223,555 for fire protection purposes and 
$426,423 for rescue service purposes). 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $26,059 for 
Dispatch. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000 for 
Unanticipated Expenses for the Selectpersons to use as they deem 
advisable to meet unanticipated expenses, emergencies, and minor 
account overdrafts that occur during the fiscal year. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $327,275 for Debt 
Service that is not funded by TIF funds. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $22,829 from unassigned 
fund balance (surplus) to cover an overdraft in the FY 2015-2016 Debt 
Service that is not funded by TIF funds account related to the Kent’s 
Landing project. 
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ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise $141,678 for Causeway/Bridge 
and Fire Suppression Bond Debt Service and Causeway Bond II 
Debt Service and to appropriate $141,678 from the Town of Naples 
Downtown & Waterfront Tax Increment Financing District Development 
Program Fund for the same. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise $8,000 for 4th of July Fireworks 
and to appropriate $8,000 from the Town of Naples Downtown & 
Waterfront Tax Increment Financing District Development Program 
Fund for the same. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $152,167 for Town 
Maintenance. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $309,280 for 
Sanitation. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $268,000 for the 
Capital and other Reserve Fund Accounts. 
 
Vehicles: 
Fire Pumper Replacement                  $50,000 
Building Improvements: 
Town Office/Post Office Repairs  $10,000 
Fire Station Building Reserve  $10,000 
Machinery and Equipment: 
Rescue Equipment  $3,000 
Highway and Bridges: 
Paving and Reconstruction Reserve  $185,000 
Unclassified: 
Legal Reserve   $10,000 
 Total:  $268,000 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
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ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $13,000 for Capital 
Improvement Projects. 
 
Rescue Refurbishment - Paint $10,000 
Ambulance On-Spot Chains $3,000 
 Total $13,000 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $172,000 from unassigned 
fund balance (surplus) for Capital Improvement Projects. 
 
Fire Tank Truck – New Tank            $40,000 
Ambulance Purchase $132,000 
                                      Total                    $172,000 
 
                  Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to appropriate 
$5,000 from unassigned fund balance (surplus) without the necessity of a 
town meeting for emergency municipal fuel expenditures, provided 
that such expenditures are approved at a regularly called meeting of the 
Selectmen. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
 
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $74,000 for the 
Library. 
 
Selectmen (by 4-0 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $8,000 for the 4th of 
July. 
 
Selectmen (by 4-0 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2,300 for Band 
Concerts. 
 
Selectmen (by 4-0 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
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ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,500 for the 
Cupboard Collective Food Distribution Program. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,500 for Lakes 
Environmental Association. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $16,500 for Lake 
Region Television. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 for the 
Lakes Environmental Association Milfoil Prevention Program. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not to exceed $2,500 
of snowmobile registration fees for the Muddy River Snowseekers 
Snowmobile Club for the maintenance of public trails on the condition 
that those trails be open to the public for snowmobile purposes at no 
charge in the snow season. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,500 for Naples 
Baseball/Softball. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2,000 for Save 
Sebago Cove. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
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ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,500 for the 
Senior Citizen Congregate Meal Site. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 for the Edes 
Falls Sewing Circle. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $750 for the 
American Red Cross. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $4,100 for the 
Home Health Visiting Nurses of Southern Maine. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $300 for the Family 
Crisis Center. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $500 for the 
Greater Bridgton Lakes Region Chamber of Commerce. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for $500 the VNA 
Home Health and Hospice. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $5,000 for 
Opportunity Alliance (formerly PROP). 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
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approval of this Article. 
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,200 for the 
Regional Transportation Program. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $300 for the Senior 
Transportation Program. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,500 for the 
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $150 for the 
Southern Maine Parent Awareness. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,000 for Tri-
County Mental Health. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 46. To see if Town will vote to raise and appropriate $180 for the Western 
Maine Veterans Home. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $9,656 for RTP 
Lake Region Bus Shuttle Service. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $100 for MPBN. 
 
Selectmen (by 3-1 vote) and Budget Committee jointly recommend 
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approval of this Article. 
********************************************************************* 
ORDINANCE AND INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT ARTICLES 
 
ARTICLE 49. Shall an ordinance entitled “Town of Naples Fire Alarm System 
Ordinance” be enacted? 
 
[The proposed ordinance is available for review and inspection at the 
Town Clerk’s Office and will be available at the Town Meeting.] 
 
ARTICLE 50. Shall an ordinance entitled “Town of Naples Key Lock Box Ordinance” 
be enacted? 
 
[The proposed ordinance amendments are available for review and 
inspection at the Town Clerk’s Office and will be available at the Town 
Meeting.] 
 
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a 
Joint Solid Waste Management Agreement with the Town of Casco 
regarding the ownership and operation of the existing Transfer Station 
and Bulky Waste Facility located in Casco, on such terms and conditions 
as the Selectmen deem to be in the best interests of the Town. 
 
************************************************************* 
 
BUSINESS ARTICLES 
 
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to fix the date of October 20, 2016 as the 
date when the first one-half of taxes shall be due and payable, with 
interest on the first installment to start after that date, and the date of 
April 20, 2017 as the date when the second one-half of taxes are due and 
payable, with interest on the second installment to start after that date, 
and to see if the Town will vote to charge a 7% annual interest rate on 
unpaid taxes.  
 
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote to set the annual interest rate to be paid by 
the Town on abated taxes at 3% and to authorize such interest paid or 
abatements granted to be appropriated from overlay funds and then, if 
necessary, from unassigned fund balance (surplus). 
 
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote, in accordance with 36 M.R.S.A. § 506, to 
authorize the Tax Collector and Town Treasurer to accept prepayment of 
taxes not yet committed and to pay no interest thereon. 
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ARTICLE 55. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to carry forward 
to the 2016-2017 fiscal year, and assign fund balance accordingly, any 
appropriated but unexpended account balances at the end of the 2015-
2016 fiscal year as they deem to be advisable.  
 
ARTICLE 56. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer funds 
from budget accounts that have unexpended balances at the end of FY 
2015-2016 to budget accounts that have overruns at the end of FY 2015-
2016, provided that any such transfer is not more than five percent (5%) 
of the funds appropriated under the FY 2015-2016 municipal budget and 
any such transfer is first approved at a properly called public meeting of 
the Selectmen. 
 
ARTICLE 57. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept or 
reject donations of personal property and/or to accept or reject gifts of 
money to the various accounts of the Town for the ensuing year and to 
appropriate those moneys donated for specific purposes. 
 
ARTICLE 58. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf of the 
Town, to apply for State, federal (including Community Development 
Block Grants) and other grants on the Town’s behalf for purposes 
deemed by the Selectmen to be in the best interests of the Town; to 
accept such grants, including, when necessary, the authority to sign 
contract and related documents and to accept conditions of approval; and 
to appropriate such grant funds for any purpose for which the Town has 
appropriated funds in 2016-2017 fiscal year. 
 
ARTICLE 59. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell or 
otherwise dispose of Town equipment and materials with a value of 
$30,000 or less and deemed obsolete or surplus by the Selectmen on such 
terms as they deem proper after the items have first been offered to all 
Town Departments; to place any sale proceeds in a Capital Reserve 
Account for the Department that maintains and uses said personal property; 
and to appropriate said capital reserve funds for the purchase of equipment 
for said Department, provided, however, that the Selectmen shall conduct a 
public hearing on the proposed expenditure of such capital reserve funds for 
the purchase of equipment for said Department prior to any purchase. 
 
 
ARTICLE 60. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to retain, sell or 
dispose of, by a means and upon such terms and conditions as the 
Selectmen deem advisable, any real estate acquired by the Town for non-
payment of taxes thereon, and to execute such contracts, deeds and other 
instruments, and to take such other actions as may in the Selectmen’s 
judgment be advisable to effect the sale of such property; to adopt any 
policies or procedures relating to the same as the Selectmen deem 
advisable; and to authorize the Selectmen to place some or all of the 
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proceeds from any such sales into the Capital Improvements Reserve 
Fund as they deem advisable. 
 
ARTICLE 61. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to execute and 
deliver release deeds at their discretion for the purpose of removing from 
the public record tax lien certificates that have not been discharged 
through inadvertence. 
 
ARTICLE 62. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell an 
unimproved lot or parcel of land approximately 5.45 acres in size located 
on Perley Road (Tax Map R03, Lot 5) by a means and upon such terms 
and conditions as the Selectmen deem advisable, and to execute such 
contracts, deeds and other instruments and to take such other actions as 
may in the Selectmen’s judgment be advisable to effect the sale of such 
property. 
 
ARTICLE 63. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell two 
unimproved lots or parcels of land approximately 19.55 acres in total 
size located on State Park Road (Tax Map R07, Lots 50 and 51), either 
as a whole or individually, by a means and upon such terms and 
conditions as the Selectmen deem advisable, and to execute such 
contracts, deeds and other instruments and to take such other actions as 
may in the Selectmen’s judgment be advisable to effect the sale of such 
property. 
 
 
***************************************************************** 
 
REVENUE ARTICLES 
 
ARTICLE 64. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $1,447,845 from General 
Fund Revenue sources to be applied to reduce the Fiscal Year 2016-
2017 tax commitment. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 65. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $190,000 from the 
unassigned fund balance (surplus) to be applied to reduce the Fiscal 
Year 2016-2017 tax commitment. 
 
Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
ARTICLE 66. To see if the Town will vote to hold any recreation program user fees 
collected in the 2016-2017 fiscal year in a Recreation Department 
Reserve Account and to appropriate such reserve account funds as 
necessary to cover recreation program cost shortfalls. 
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Selectmen and Budget Committee jointly recommend approval of this Article. 
 
Hereof, fail not, have you there and then this warrant with your doings thereon. 
 
Given under our hands in the Town of Naples, this 16th day of May, A.D. 2016 
 
 
 
NAPLES BOARD OF SELECTPERSONS: 
                                                                               
Robert Caron II, Chair      
Dana Watson 
Kevin Rogers 
Richard Cebra 
Christine Powers 
 
Signed and attested copies of the 2016 Annual Town Meeting Warrant are available at the 
Naples Town Office. 
 
Posted at the following locations: 
Naples Town Office 
Naples Post Office 
Naples Public Library 
 
Proposed ordinances are available at the Naples Town Office for review.  
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